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Abstract. MOMI (Mobile Mixins) is a coordination language for mobile processes that commu-
nicate and exchange object-oriented code in a distributed context. MOMI’s key idea is structur-
ing mobile object-oriented code by using mixin-based inheritance. Mobile code is compiled and
typed locally, and can interact successfully with code present on foreign sites only if its type is
subtyping-compliant with the type of what is expected by the receiving site. The key feature of the
paper is the definition of this subtyping relation on classes and mixins that enables a significantly
flexible, yet still simple, communication pattern. We show that communication by subtyping is
type-safe in that exchanged code is merged into local code without requiring further type analysis
and recompilation.

1 Introduction

The Internet provides technologies that allow the transmission of resources and services among
computers distributed geographically in wide area networks. The growing use of a network as a
primary environment for developing, distributing, and running programs requires new supporting
infrastructures. A possible answer to these requirements is the use of mobile code [49,23] and in
particular of mobile agents [38,35,52], which are software entities consisting of data and code that
can migrate autonomously to a remote computer and execute automatically on arrival.

In parallel, the object-oriented paradigm has become established as a well suited technology
for designing and implementing large software systems. In particular, it provides a high degree
of modularity, flexibility and reusability, so that it is widely used also in distributed contexts (see,
e.g., the Java Remote Method Invocation [48], and CORBA [42]).

The new scenario arising from mobility tests the flexibility of object-oriented code in a wider
framework. Object-oriented components are often developed by different providers and may be
downloaded on demand and assembled dynamically with local applications. As a consequence,
they must be strongly adaptive to any local execution environment, so that they can be reconfigured
dynamically in several ways: downloaded code can be specialized by locally defined operations,
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and, conversely, locally developed software can be extended with new operations available from
the downloaded code.

Hence, a coordination language for programming object-oriented components as mobile code
should provide specific mechanisms for coordinating not only the transmission, but also the local
dynamic reconfiguration of the object-oriented code.

In this paper we address the above issue in the specific context of class-based languages, that
“form the main stream of object-oriented programming” [1]. We use a mixin-based approach for
structuring mobile object-oriented code, as an alternative to standard inheritance mechanisms,
as discussed in Section 2. A mixin (a class definition parameterized over the superclass) can be
viewed as a function that takes a class as a parameter and derives a new subclass from it. The
same mixin can be applied to many classes (this operation is known as mixin application), obtain-
ing a family of subclasses with the same set of methods added and/or redefined. A subclass can
be implemented before its superclass has been implemented; thus mixins remove most of the de-
pendencies of the subclass on the superclass, enabling dynamic development of class hierarchies.
Mixins have become a focus of active research both in the software engineering [51,47,27] and
programming language design [19,50,29,3] communities. In this paper the term mixin refers to
mixin classes, as opposed to mixin modules (modules supporting deferred components [4,37]).

In our approach, we want to use mixins and mixin application as the mechanism for assembling
mobile components in a flexible and safe way. Namely, classes and mixins (as well as processes)
can be exchanged among different nodes, and then mixed into the local class hierarchies. To this
aim, we propose a kernel language, MOMI (Mobile Mixins), integrating two distinct components:
a core coordination calculus, which addresses the code exchange, and an object-oriented mixin-
based calculus, which structures and composes mobile code. The focus of our proposal is on the
aspects of communication and composition, therefore: (i) the coordination calculus is a simple
low-level communication protocol that relies on a synchronous send/receive mechanism; (ii) the
mixin-based calculus reduces to a minimal prototypical syntax, which does not describe a full
language, but only the object-oriented features needed to realize mixin-based code composition.
Most importantly, MOMI relies on typing, and in particular on a novel subtype relation on class and
mixin types, which is the main novelty of the MOMI approach, and that is used as a flexible code
communication pattern. The main distinguishing features of our proposal can be then summarized
as follows:

– the static typing system is used for checking locally processes in their own locality, indepen-
dently from other sites;

– classes and mixins travel together with their type: to this aim, during static type checking,
object-oriented code that will be sent to remote sites is decorated with its type;

– when the code is received on a site (whose code has been successfully compiled, too), it is
accepted only if its type is a subtype of the expected type;

– finally, if the retrieved code is successfully accepted then it can be composed within the local
code, dynamically and automatically, in a type-safe way without requiring to type check the
whole code again.

This last point is a crucial matter for mobility, since mobile code is expected to be autonomous:
once the communication occurred successfully, transmitted code must behave remotely in a type
safe way (no run-time errors due to type violations should occur). This makes the code exchange
an atomic action. Moreover, there is general evidence that a flexible communication mechanism is
of paramount importance in a distributed mobile code setting: on the one hand, it is important to
be “open” enough to accept utilities and services that are not exactly as we would have dreamed
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of (after all if we wanted something perfectly customized we would have written it ourselves, not
searched for it on the net); on the other hand, it is also important to be “wise”, that is, being able to
single out possibly evil utilities or services from the ones that are harmless. The proposed MOMI
subtype relation on class and mixin types aims at guaranteeing both the above issues, flexibility
and type safety.

A mixin type describes a set of features that must be satisfied by any of its superclasses. There-
fore, during mixin application, the type of the superclass must be checked against the mixin’s
requirements for type consistency. As a matter of fact, it is quite natural to perform this matching
via a (standard) subtype check on record types (i.e., by relying on inclusion polymorphism, [22]),
so that any “subtype” of the type of the superclass expected by the mixin satisfies the mixin re-
quirements. Notice though that in our mobile scenario the situation is more complicated than in
a sequential setting: mixins and classes are treated as fully-fledged polymorphic entities that are
exchanged among processes. Hence, we need to define a suitable subtype relation both on classes
and on mixins to be used as the open-wise communication pattern discussed above. While the
former is still the standard one based on record types, the latter is a new concept with respect to
similar approaches to mixins in sequential settings (see, for instance, [29,18,3,2]), even though it
still relies on inclusion polymorphism. It requires a special attention due to different roles played
by the internal components of a mixin definition: new methods defined by the mixin (behaving
co-variantly), expected methods from the superclass (behaving contra-variantly), and redefining
ones (behaving invariantly). It is then important to notice that such novel class-mixin subtyping is
never used in the local type inference but only at the communication level. The subtype relation
on class and mixin types is formally defined in Section 4.3.

Since mobile classes and mixins are mixed together in various ways in local applications,
the issue of type safety becomes the crucial point in which the coordination calculus and the
object-oriented calculus interleave. Indeed, we must guarantee that processes remain well-typed
after replacing formal parameters with mobile classes and mixins, where these received actual
parameters have subtypes of the types of the parameters being substituted for. This substitution
operation requires specific method renaming, in order to avoid name collision problems arising
when classes and mixins are used as first-class data (as discussed in Session 5.1). Therefore, type
safety of the communication results from the static type soundness of local and foreign code,
and from a (global) subject reduction theorem relying on a substitution property based on this
substitution operation (Section 7).

The issue of mobility also motivates our choice of adopting a structural subtyping (i.e., sub-
typing is defined directly on the structures of types) instead of a nominal subtyping (where names
assigned to types are significant and subtyping is explicitly declared, like in Java and C++). Quot-
ing from [44]: “In a structural setting, a type expression is a closed entity: it carries with it all the
information that is needed to understand its meaning. In a nominal system, we are always working
with respect to some global collection of type names and associated definitions”. In our mobile
context, these global agreements on type names are not realistic. In the distributed setting we need
the full flexibility that is provided by the structural subtyping. This flexibility comes at some cost
from the technical point of view, in order to maintain type safety: we must enforce some restric-
tions on method names occurring in method types of classes and mixins. This matter is discussed
in details in Section 5.1. Another general reason for using structural subtyping in the presence of
mixins comes from Bracha, who affirms in [5] that they work well together. Nevertheless, since
most production languages use nominal type systems, a nominal type system for MOMI is the
subject of ongoing studies.
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The MOMI’s approach has been firstly presented in [12], where a preliminary version of the
calculus is sketched. The present paper is an extended version of [12]: the syntax of the calculus
is revised and, foremost, the type system is fully formalized and the metatheory is investigated.

The paper outline is as follows. In Section 2 we motivate our approach by presenting some
scenarios of object-oriented mobile code. We introduce the syntax of MOMI in Section 3, and the
type system and the novel subtype relation on classes and mixins in Section 4. In Section 6 we
prove the main properties of the typing and in particular the substitution property. Section 7 con-
cerns the operational semantics and the subject reduction theorem on net evolution. In Section 8
we show a MOMI implementation of a motivating scenario. Section 9 describes briefly the appli-
cation of the MOMI approach to the language KLAIM, and its implementation (freely available at
http://music.dsi.unifi.it). Section 10 concludes the paper addressing some related works.

2 Mobility and Object-Oriented Code

In this section we discuss two different scenarios, where an object-oriented application is received
from (sent to) a remote site. In this setting, we can assume that the application consists of a piece of
code A that moves to a remote site, where it will be composed with a local piece of code B. These
scenarios may occur in the development of an object-oriented software system in a distributed
context with mobility.

Scenario 1 The local programmer may need to download dynamically classes in order to com-
plete his own class hierarchy, without triggering off a chain reaction of changes over the whole
system. For instance, he may want the downloaded class A to be a child class of a local class B.
This generally happens in frameworks [32]: classes of the framework provide the general ar-
chitecture of an application (playing the role of the local software), and classes that use the
framework must specialize them in order to provide specific implementations. The downloaded
class may want to use operations that depend on the specific site (e.g., system calls); thus the
local base class must provide generic operations and the mobile code becomes a derived class
containing methods that can exploit these generic operations.

Scenario 2 The site that downloads the class A for local execution may want to redefine some,
possibly critical, operations that remote code may execute. This way, the access to some sen-
sitive local resources is not granted to untrusted code (for example, some destructive “read”
operations should be redefined as non-destructive ones in order to avoid that non-trusted code
erases information). Thus the downloaded class A is seen, in this scenario, as a base class, that
is locally specialized in a derived class B.

We note that in 1 the base class is the local code, while in 2 the base class is the mobile code. These
scenarios are typical object-oriented compositions seen in a distributed mobile context. A major
requirement is that composing local code with remote code should not affect existing code in a
massive way. Namely, both components and client classes should not be modified nor recompiled.

Standard mechanisms of class extension and code specialization would solve these design
problems in a static and local context, but they do not scale well to a distributed context with
mobile code. The standard inheritance operation is essentially static in that it fixes the inheritance
hierarchy, i.e., it binds derived classes to their parent classes, once and for all at compile time.
If such a hierarchy must be changed, the program must be modified and then recompiled. This
is quite unacceptable in a distributed mobile scenario, since it would be against its underlying
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dynamic nature. Indeed, what we are looking for is a mechanism for providing a dynamic recon-
figuration of the inheritance relation between classes, not only a dynamic implementation of some
operations.

Let us go back and look at the above scenarios in more detail. We could think of implementing
some kind of “dynamic inheritance” for specifying at run-time the inheritance relation between
classes without modifying their code. Such a technique could solve the difficulty raised by sce-
nario 1. However, “dynamic inheritance” is not useful for solving scenario 2, that would require
a not-so-clear dynamic definition of the base class. Another solution would be releasing the re-
quirement of not affecting the existing code, and permitting the modification the code of the local
class (i.e., the local hierarchy). This could solve the second scenario, but not the first one that
would require access to foreign source code. We are also convinced that the two scenarios should
be dealt with by the same mechanism, allowing to use dynamically the same code in different en-
vironments, either as a base class for deriving new classes, or as derived class for being “adopted”
by a parent class. We remark that a solution based on delegation could help solve these prob-
lems. However, delegation would destroy at least the dynamic binding and the reusability of the
whole system [17]. Also some design patterns [32] can turn out to be useful in implementing these
scenarios, but these patterns still require additional manual programming, while, by using the lin-
guistic constructs we propose in this paper, one can easily implement these systems directly and
can benefit further static type checks.

Summarizing, mobile object-oriented code needs to be more flexible than locally developed
object-oriented applications. To this aim, we propose a novel solution which is based on a mixin
approach with subtyping and we show that it enables us to achieve the desired dynamic flexibility.
Indeed, mixin-based inheritance is more oriented to the concept of “completion” than to that of
extendibility/specialization. Mixins are incomplete class specifications parameterized over super-
classes, thus the inheritance relation between a derived and a base class is not established through
a declaration (e.g., like extends in Java), instead it can be coordinated by the operation of mixin
application, that takes place during the execution of a program.

3 MOMI: Mobile Mixin Calculus

The calculus MOMI is divided into three layers:

– the topmost layer is a network, seen as a composition of nodes;
– the intermediate layer is a set of processes that are the computational units and that run on

nodes. Processes can also migrate to remote nodes and continue their execution there (e.g.,
they can implement many flavors of code mobility [23]);

– the lower lever is the object-oriented code. This is instrumental to processes that exchange it
among the nodes of the network and exploit it to perform local operations.

This layer separation, apart from being standard in distributed and mobile calculi, in our context
is even more crucial: MOMI is intended to be a small and general framework to experiment the
integration of object-oriented features in calculi for mobility and distribution (for instance it could
have a direct application to calculi such as, e.g., KLAIM, [24] and DJoin, [30]).

With this respect, the three layers can be adapted to the specific requirements of the language
we intend to integrate with mobile and object-oriented features. This is the main reason why we
keep the different layers of MOMI simple (e.g., we favor the simpler synchronous communication
to the asynchronous one) and abstract as much as possible (e.g., we do not specify the syntax for
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method bodies). All these simplifications imply less impositions when we integrate the MOMI
features inside a concrete language, while still allowing us to inherit all the formal properties of
MOMI that guarantee type safety. As an instance of MOMI, we extended KLAIM with object-
oriented features (see O’KLAIM Section 9); in O’KLAIM we integrate the asynchronous com-
munication mechanism of KLAIM with some mixin-based constructs using the MOMI approach
fully.

We first describe the kernel syntax of the object-oriented code exchanged among distributed
mobile processes. We then present the coordination part, which includes representative features
for distribution, communication and mobility of processes and code.

3.1 Surface Object-Oriented Language

The object-oriented part of MOMI is defined as a standard class-based object-oriented language
supporting mixin-based class hierarchies via mixin definition and mixin application. It was initially
inspired by the core calculus of [18], and this is especially recognizable in MOMI’s early version
[12]. However, specific incarnations of most object-oriented notions (such as, e.g., functional or
imperative nature of method bodies, object references, cloning, etc.) are irrelevant in this context,
where the emphasis is on the structure of the object-oriented mobile code. Hence, we work here
with a basic syntax forming a kernel calculus called here SOOL (Surface Object-Oriented Lan-
guage, shown in Table 1) that includes the essential features a language or a calculus must support
to be the MOMI’s object-oriented component. It is of paramount importance to keep in mind that
SOOL is not a specific object-oriented language or calculus, but just the set of mixin-based fea-
tures we need in order to design the MOMI approach. Therefore, also SOOL typing and reduction
rules (presented in following sections) are only a part of the rules defining a concrete language
“implementing” SOOL. Moreover, we will prove properties assuming that we adopt as SOOL con-
crete instances only those (sequential) object-oriented calculi/languages underlying SOOL features
(such as mixins) and enjoying a safety property with respect to message-not-understood run-time
errors. One of such SOOL instances can be the calculus of [18].

exp ::= v (value)
| new exp (object instantiation)
| exp⇐m (method call)
| v� exp (mixin application)

v ::= {mi : τmi = fi
i∈I} (record)

| x (variable)
| class [mi : τmi = fi

i∈I ] end (class def)
| mixin (mixin def)

expect[mi : τmi
i∈I ]

redef[mk : τmk with fk
k∈K]

def[m j : τm j = f j
j∈J ]

end

Table 1: Syntax of SOOL.

SOOL expressions offer object instantiation, method call and mixin application (to built class
hierarchies); � denotes the mixin application operator and it always associates to the right. For
simplicity, we do not use parameters in methods, thus exp⇐ m is a shorthand for exp⇐ m().
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A SOOL value, to which an expression reduces, is an object, which is essentially a record1 {mi :
τmi = fi

i∈I}, a class definition class [mi : τmi = fi
i∈I ] end, or a mixin definition mixin expect[mi :

τmi
i∈I ] redef[mk : τmk with fk

k∈K ] def[m j : τm j = f j
j∈J ] end. In class and mixin definitions, [mi :

τmi = fi
i∈I ] is a sequence of method definitions (also sometimes abbreviated as ρ) and I, J and

K are sets of indexes. Method bodies, denoted here with f (possibly with subscripts), are closed
terms/programs (we abstract away from their actual form, relying on the form they may have in
any concrete object-oriented languages underlying SOOL). Furthermore, m i are method names and
τ are types (types are described formally in Section 4). Following the standard convention, class
and mixin definitions are closed terms. We do not consider explicit data fields, as they can be
modeled in various ways.

A mixin is essentially an abstract class that is parameterized over a (super)class. Let us describe
informally the mixin use through a tutorial example:

M = mixin

expect [n : τ]
redef [m2 : τ2 with . . . next() . . .]
def [m1 : τ1 = . . .n() . . .]

end

C = class

[n : τ = . . .
m2 : τ2 = . . .]

end

(new (M � C))⇐ m1()

Each mixin consists of three parts: (i) methods defined in the mixins, like m1; (ii) expected meth-
ods, like n, that must be provided by the superclass; (iii) redefined methods, like m2, where next
can be used to access the implementation of m2 in the superclass2 . A mixin can be applied to any
class that fulfills all the mixin’s requirements, thus, for instance, the application M �C is correct
and constructs a class, which is a subclass of C.

We made the choice of making explicit: (i) names and types of the expected methods; and
(ii) types of the defined and redefined methods. There are calculi/languages for which all this
information is said to be inferred, for example in [18], so such names and types do not have to be
explicitly given by the programmer. This would be acceptable from the point of view of MOMI,
but we prefer to make for SOOL the simplest yet most general of the choices, since the focus is on
using this type information for code mobility, rather than on deducing it.

3.2 Coordination language

MOMI’s coordination component is similar to CCS [41] but also widely inspired by KLAIM [24],
where physical nodes are denoted explicitly as localities. MOMI is higher-order in that processes
can be exchanged as first-class data.

A node is denoted by its locality, `, and by the processes P running on it. Informally, send(A, `)
sends A, that can be either a process P or code represented as an object-oriented value v, to a
locality `, where there may be a process waiting for it by means of a receive. The argument of
receive, id, ranges over x (a variable of SOOL) and X (a process variable): for instance, a process
can receive a class and integrate it into its local class hierarchy, or a process and spawn it for local

1 More precisely, we assume that an object is a recursive record where the self-references that are present in method
bodies are solved by, for example, applying an appropriate fix-point operator, that binds self to the host object, as it
happens, for instance, in [18].

2 We use the keyword “next” instead of the more common keyword “super” not to cause conflict with the term “super”
commonly referred to class-based inheritance. Furthermore, we choose to refer to the corresponding super-method only,
instead of permitting the access to all of the superclass’ methods (as super in Java does), because such extension is just
a technical matter and including it would complicate the operational semantics without adding anything relevant to the
calculus.
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execution. Our calculus is synchronous as it is meant to be a simple low-level communication
protocol, but designing an asynchronous version would be straightforward.

In Table 2 exp and v respectively denote an object-oriented expression and an object-oriented
value, according to Table 1.

P ::= nil (null process)
| a.P (action prefixing)
| P1 | P2 (parallel comp.)
| X (process variable)
| def x = exp in P (def)

a ::= send(A, `) (send)
| receive(id : τ) (receive)

A ::= v | P (send’s arg.)
id ::= x | X (receive’s arg.)
N ::= ` :: P (node)

| N1 ‖ N2 (net composition)

Table 2: MOMI syntax.

We introduce the construct def x = exp in P in order to pass to the sub-process P the result of
the evaluation of an exp. In the processes receive(id : τ).P and def x = exp in P, receive and def

act as binders for, respectively, id and x in the process P. The receive action specifies, together
with the formal parameter name, the type of the expected actual parameter. Notice that this is the
only explicitly needed typed expression in the coordination language. In Section 4 a type system
is introduced in order to assign a type to each well-behaved process. By convention, we use the
form def x = exp1 in exp2 as a shorthand for def x = exp1 in def y = exp2 in nil.

3.3 Mixin Mobility in Action

We present two simple examples showing mobility of mixins in action. The examples represent
a remote evaluation and a code-on-demand situation, respectively [23]. Let us observe that both
situations can be seen as examples of mobile agents as well. A more complex example is presented
in Section 8.

Example 1. Let agent represent the type of a mixin defining a mobile agent that must print some
data by using the local printer on any remote site where it is shipped for execution. Obviously,
since the print operation depends highly on the execution site (even only because of the printer
drivers), it is sensible to leave such a method unimplemented. The mixin then can be applied,
on the remote site, to a local class printer which will provide the specific implementation of
the print method in the following way:

`1 :: . . . | send(my agent, `2) ‖
`2 :: . . . | receive(mob agent :agent).

def PrinterAgent = mob agent �printer in

(new PrinterAgent)⇐ start()

Example 2. Let agent be a class type defining a mobile agent that may access the file system of
a remote site. If the remote site wants to execute this agent while restricting the access to its
own file system, it can define locally a mixin restricted, redefining the methods accessing the
file system according to specific restrictions. Then the arriving agent can be composed with the
local mixin in the following way.
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`1 :: . . . | send(my agent, `2) ‖
`2 :: . . . | receive(mob agent :agent).

def RestrictedAgent = restricted �mob agent in

(new RestrictedAgent)⇐ start()

This example can also be seen as an implementation of a “sandbox”.

The above examples highlight how an object-oriented expression (mob agent) can be used
by the receiver site both as a mixin (Example 1) and as a base class (Example 2). Indeed, with-
out any change to the code of the examples, one could also construct dynamically a class such as
restricted � mob_agent � printer. It is important to remark that in these examples we assume
that the sent code (argument of send) and the expected code (argument of receive) are “compati-
ble”. This will be guaranteed by the dynamic matching between the actual parameter type and the
formal parameter type in the communication rule (Section 7).

4 Typing

We present the type system for MOMI starting from SOOL, then we introduce the rules for typing
processes. We conclude this section by introducing a novel subtype relation, v, over class and
mixin types, which is motivated by our goal of using classes and mixins in a mobile context,
exchanged as first-class entities.

4.1 Typing SOOL expressions

The set T of types is defined in Table 3. Σ (possibly with a subscript) denotes a record type
of the form {mi : τmi

i∈I}. Since, as said in Section 3.1, we do not use parameters in methods,
when we write m : τ then τ is the return type (i.e., m : τ is a shorthand for m : ()→ τ). A record
type can be viewed as a set of pairs label:type, with the additional requirement that labels are
pairwise disjoint. Thus notations and operations on sets are easily extended to record types as in
the following definitions:

– if mi : τmi ∈ Σ we say that the subject mi occurs in Σ (with type τmi). Subj(Σ) is the set of
the subjects of Σ and Meth(Σ) is the set of all the method names occurring in Σ (e.g., if Σ =
{m :{n : τ}} then Subj(Σ) = {m}, while Meth(Σ) = {m,n}).

– Σ1 ⊆ Σ2 is the standard set inclusion, i.e., m : τm ∈ Σ1⇒ m : τm ∈ Σ2;
– Σ1 and Σ2 are considered equals, denoted by Σ1 = Σ2, if Σ1 ⊆ Σ2 and Σ2 ⊆ Σ1 (i.e., they differ

only for the order of their elements);
– Σ1∪Σ2 is the standard set union (defined only on Σ1 and Σ2 such that Subj(Σ1)∩Subj(Σ2) = /0,

in order to guarantee Σ1∪Σ2 be a record type);
– Σ1−Σ2 is the standard set difference;
– Σ1/Σ2 = {mi : τmi | mi : τmi ∈ Σ1 ∧ mi occurs in Σ2}.

τ ::= Σ
| class〈Σ〉
| mixin〈Σnew,Σred,Σexp〉

Σ ::= {mi : τmi
i∈I}

Table 3: Syntax of types.

As we left method bodies unspecified (see Section 3), we must assume that there is a type
system for the underlying part of SOOL, i.e., method bodies, records and objects. We will denote
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this typing with , i.e., we will write Γ  f : τ and Γ  {mi : τmi = fi
i∈I} :{mi : τmi

i∈I}. Rules
for  are obviously left implicit and -statements are used as assumptions in other typing rules.
SOOL typing environments are sets of typing assumptions of the form x : τ and m : τ, where x is
a variable and m is a method name. As it is standard, Γ,

S

i∈I mi : τmi (resp. Γ,x : τ) will denote
the environment obtained by adding to Γ all the assumptions mi : τmi (resp. the assumption x : τ),
provided that the resulting environment is still a typing environment (i.e., typing assumptions
concern distinct variables and method names).

Typing rules rely strongly on a subtype relation <: whose judgments are of the form τ1 <:τ2.
This subtype relation depends obviously on the nature of the SOOL calculus we choose (for in-
stance, if SOOL is instantiated with a functional calculus, the subtype relation may have a rule for
the co/contra-variance behavior of the arrow type), but as an essential constraint it must contain
the standard width subtyping rule on record types, that is:

Σ2 ⊆ Σ1
(width)

Σ1 <:Σ2

Informally speaking, the (width) rule captures the intuition that the subtype is the one with more
methods. Such a rule for record types is the only one we need to make explicit here.

Class types class〈Σ〉 and mixin types mixin〈Σnew,Σred,Σexp〉 are formed over record types. A
class type includes the type of its methods {mi : τmi

i∈I}. Notice that this is just a “specimen” rule,
since a concrete language underlying SOOL might have also private and protected methods (in
these cases, the class type would also collect the names of private and protected methods, as it
happens for protected ones in the calculus in [18]). Mixin types encode the following information:

– Σnew, Σred are the exact types of mixin methods (which we call new and redefined, respectively).
– Σexp are the methods that are not redefined by the mixin but are still expected to be supported

by the superclass since they may be called by other mixin methods.

Thus, Σexp ∪Σred defines completely the type requirements for the superclass, while Σnew de-
fines the additional methods introduced by the mixin itself. Moreover, the following condition of
well-formedness guarantees that name clashes among different families of methods do not occur.

Definition 1 (Well-formedness of mixin types).
A mixin type mixin〈Σnew,Σred,Σexp〉 is well-formed if and only if:

– Subj(Σred)∩Subj(Σexp) = /0
– Meth(Σnew)∩Meth(Σred ∪Σexp) = /0

In the above definition the first clause is a syntactic choice: any required method is either in
Σred or in Σexp according to whether its body is redefined or not by the mixin. The second clause,
instead, is an important consistency condition between defined and required methods, that must be
totally disjoint also with respect to method names occurring in their types; this clause is justified
in Section 5.1.

The typing rules for SOOL values are in Table 4. The most interesting one is the (mixin) rule:
The clause (c1) concerns the types of the new methods defined in the mixin and uses type assump-
tions about expected and redefined methods; the clause (c2) checks, for each redefined method,
that its body is well typed using the types of new methods, checked by (c1). Notice that the body
of a redefined method is well typed when its type is a subtype of the type of the original method
of the superclass, which is explicitly given in the mixin definition and thus assumed for next . Let
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(proj)
Γ,x : τ ` x : τ

Γ  {mi : τmi = fi
i∈I} :{mi : τmi

i∈I}
(rec)

Γ ` {mi : τmi = fi
i∈I} :{mi : τmi

i∈I}

Γ ` {mi : τmi = fi
i∈I} :{mi : τmi

i∈I}
(class)

Γ ` class [mi : τmi = fi
i∈I ] end :class〈{mi : τmi

i∈I}〉

(c1) Γ,
S

i∈I mi : τmi ,
S

k∈K mk : τmk ` {m j : τm j = f j
j∈J} :{m j : τm j

j∈J}
(c2) Γ,

S

i∈I mi : τmi ,
S

k∈K mk : τmk ,
S

j∈J m j : τm j ,next : τmr  fr : τ′mr
τ′mr

<:τmr ∀r ∈ K
(c3) Subj(Σred)∩Subj(Σexp) = /0 Meth(Σnew)∩Meth(Σred ∪Σexp) = /0

(mixin)

Γ `

mixin

expect[mi : τmi
i∈I ]

redef[mk : τmk with fk
k∈K]

def[m j : τm j = f j
j∈J ]

end

:mixin〈Σnew,Σred,Σexp〉

where Σnew = {m j : τm j
j∈J},Σred = {mk : τmk

k∈K},Σexp = {mi : τmi
i∈I}

Table 4: Typing rules for SOOL values

Γ ` exp :{mi : τmi
i∈I} j ∈ I

(lookup)
Γ ` exp⇐ m j : τm j

Γ ` exp :class〈{mi : τmi
i∈I}〉

(new)
Γ ` new exp :{mi : τmi

i∈I}

Γ ` v :mixin〈Σnew,Σred,Σexp〉
Γ ` exp :class〈Σb〉
Σb <:(Σexp ∪Σred)
Meth(Σb)∩Meth(Σnew) = /0

(mixin app)
Γ ` v� exp :class〈Σb ∪Σnew〉

Table 5: Typing rules for SOOL expressions.

us observe that, since depth subtyping3 is not defined in this calculus, a redefined method keeps
the type of its old version (the one of the superclass) in the mixin type, even though it is sound to
assume that the method body can type check “internally” with a smaller type (clause τ ′mr

<:τmr ).
Finally, (c3) checks the well-formedness of the mixin type.

The typing rules for SOOL expressions are in Table 5. Rules (lookup) and (new) are those
expected from the typing of the concrete language modelling SOOL. The first premise of the rule
(mixin app), Σb <:(Σexp∪Σred), requires that the superclass provides all the methods that the mixin
expects and redefines. Notice that the superclass may have more methods than those required by
the mixin constraints. Thus, the type of the mixin application expression is a class type containing
both the signatures of all the methods supplied by the superclass (Σb) and those of the new methods
defined by the mixin (Σnew). Because of these additional new methods added by Σb, a further
type check is needed in order to avoid accidental overriding during the mixin application, i.e.,
Meth(Σb)∩Meth(Σnew) = /0. This clause checks that no unexpected method names of Σb produce

3 Depth subtyping permits also the redefinition of methods’ types. An algorithmic subtyping rule for depth and width
subtyping is the following one (see, e.g., [44]):

J ⊆ I τm j <:τ′m j
∀ j ∈ J

(width-depth)
{mi : τmi

i∈I}<:{m j : τ′m j
j∈J}
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conflicts with method names occurring in Σnew; this requirement has the same purpose of the
second clause of Definition 1 (about well-formed mixin types).

It is straightforward to verify the following properties that derive directly from the syntax and
from the type system.

Property 1 If exp is a well-typed SOOL expression, and x is a variable of class type, then x can
occur at most once in exp.

Property 2 If exp is a well-typed SOOL expression, and it is neither a value nor a variable, then
it cannot have a mixin type.

It is easy to prove that a well-typed application of a mixin to a class generates a subtype of the
class argument.

Property 3 If Γ ` v : mixin〈Σnew,Σred,Σexp〉, Γ ` exp : class〈Σb〉 and Γ ` v � exp : class〈Σd〉, then
class〈Σd〉 v class〈Σb〉.

Proof. By definition of (mixin app) rule, (Table 5), (Σb∪Σnew)<:Σb. ut

4.2 Typing processes

In this section we present the type system for deciding whether a process is well typed. At this
stage we are not interested in typing processes in detail, so we will assign simply to a well typed
process the constant type proc. A process receive(X :proc).X means that it is willing to receive
any process and execute it. Observe that MOMI is a higher-order calculus where processes can
exchange code that consists either of a process or of a SOOL value (shown in Table 2). Thus,

– the set T of types is extended to T ∗= T ∪{proc}; if the context is not ambiguous, τ will range
over T ∗ for denoting a type of a process in general, while it ranges over T when denoting a
type of object-oriented expressions and values;

– we assume proc<:proc;
– type environments are extended with assertions id : τ where id ranges over x and X ;
– type judgments are of the shape Γ ` P :proc saying that the process P is well typed from Γ.

Typing rules are defined in Table 6.

(proj)
Γ,X :proc ` X :proc

(nil)
Γ ` nil :proc

Γ ` A : τ Γ ` P :proc
(send)

Γ ` send(A, `).P :proc

Γ, id : τ ` P :proc
(receive)

Γ ` receive(id : τ).P :proc

Γ ` P1 :proc Γ ` P2 :proc
(comp)

Γ ` (P1 | P2) :proc

Γ ` exp : τ Γ,x : τ ` P :proc
(def )

Γ ` def x = exp in P :proc

Table 6: Typing rules for processes

The rule (send) states that a process performing a send is well typed if both its argument and the
continuation are well typed. For typing a process performing a receive we type the continuation
with the information about the type of id (rule (receive)). Rule (def ) is standard. For parallel
composition (rule (comp)) we require that both processes have the same type proc. Notice that if
P has type proc then all object-oriented sub-expressions of P are typed.
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Let us observe that we do not use an explicit subsumption rule for <: in the type system, but
rather an algorithmic discipline, where the use of <: is performed when needed. This has the
important advantage that every typable expression has a unique type. Finally, we will require that
a process, in order to be executed on a site, must be closed (i.e., be without free variables), so it
must be well-typed under Γ = /0. It is easy to verify that if a process P is closed, then, for any
send(A, `) occurring in P, the free variables of A are bound by an outer def or by an outer receive.
This implies that the exchanged code is closed when a send is executed.

Decidability of MOMI’s type system, namely uniqueness of types, easily follows from the
typing relation that defines a typing rule for each construct.

Lemma 1 (Decidability). In a given context Γ, for any process P (with free variables all in the
domain of Γ) it is decidable whether Γ ` P :proc.

Proof. Rules (new), (lookup) and (mixin app) are syntax driven and the subsumption rule for <:
is not explicit, thus if an expression is typable, then it is assigned a unique type. Concerning type
environments, if exp has type τ, then there is a minimal environment Γ (assigning types to free
variables of exp) such that Γ ` exp :τ. For any other environment Γ′ such that Γ′ ` exp :τ, we have
that Γ is included in Γ′. Then, assuming that <: is decidable, typability of processes follows from
the shape of rules in Table 6, which are syntax driven. ut

4.3 Subtyping on class and mixin types

One of the key ideas of the present paper is the introduction of a novel subtype relation, denoted by
v, defined on class and mixin types. This subtype relation will be used to match dynamically the
actual parameter’s type (send’s argument) against the formal parameter’s type (receive’s argument)
during communication. It is of paramount importance to notice that v is never used in the (local)
static type inference. The operational semantics, where v is instead exploited, is presented in
Section 7, but we anticipate here the introduction of v in order to state the substitution property,
which will be a crucial step for proving the subject reduction theorem.

The subtype relation v is defined in Table 7. The rule (v class) is induced naturally by the
structural subtyping on record types. The rule (v mixin): (i) allows the subtype to define more
new methods; (ii) prohibits it from overriding more methods; (iii) allows a subtype to require less
expected methods. Decidability of v follows trivially from decidability of <: . Note that the rule
(v mixin) justifies the choice of keeping Σnew and Σred records separated: in order to have a sound
subtype relation, Σnew must behaves “co-variantly”, instead Σred must behave “invariantly”.

Σ′<:Σ
(v class)

class〈Σ′〉 v class〈Σ〉

Σ′new <:Σnew Σexp <:Σ′exp Σ′red = Σred
(v mixin)

mixin〈Σ′new,Σ′red,Σ
′
exp〉 vmixin〈Σnew,Σred,Σexp〉

Table 7: Subtype on class and mixin types.

A common design principle for object-oriented programming languages is to keep the inher-
itance and the subtyping hierarchies completely separated so that subtyping only exists at the
object level. Instead, in our mobile scenario, classes and mixins get a polymorphic nature dur-
ing the mobile code exchange via v. From this perspective, MOMI can be viewed as a sort of
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trade-off between the class-based approach and the object-based one: while object-oriented code
is structured in a class-based way, mobile object-oriented code is exchanged among processes by
a mechanism that is object-based-like.

The relation v plays the role of a communication pattern: send and receive synchronize (see
Table 9) if and only if the sent code is subtyping-compliant with the expected receive’s parameter
type. Informally speaking, one can receive any class containing more resources than expected.
Conversely, we would accept any mixin with weaker requests about methods expected from the
superclass.

We aim at guaranteing that if some code was statically type-checked on a site, it can be sent
to a different site by means of the send/receive mechanism, and, if its type is subtyping-compliant
with the expected parameter type, it will not produce any “message-not-understood” run-time error
when merged within the local (well-typed) code, and executed. In order to achieve this commu-
nication mechanism, we need to decorate the send’s argument with its type. This decoration is
performed during static analysis by the type checking algorithm.

5 The substitution problem

The most important property of MOMI’s type system is the type safe substitution, on which preser-
vation of types during evaluation will rely (see Section 7). Informally speaking, a process of the
shape receive(id :τ).P will accept any argument of type τ1, if τ1 is a subtype of τ, where subtyping
coincides with v in case of mixin and class definitions. To this aim, we need to prove that P re-
mains well typed after replacing the free occurrences of id of type τ with any received code having
a subtype of τ.

Thus, this substitution property turns out to be the key point in which MOMI’s object-oriented
component and coordination component interleave. This will be proved formally in the Section 6,
Theorem 1.

In this section, firstly, we discuss informally the problem of accidental name clashes that can
occur during the substitution operation based on the v subtype relation, secondly, we formalize
the notion of the proposed substitution.

For simplicity, in the following we will use M and C (possibly with subscripts and superscripts)
for denoting mixin definitions and class definitions, having mixin and class types respectively.

5.1 Dynamic name clashes

We recall that the (mixin app) rule checks the absence of unintentional overrides, for the mixin
application operation, via the condition Meth(Σb)∩Meth(Σnew) = /0 which implies, in particular,
that Subj(Σb)∩Subj(Σnew) = /0. This check is a repetition of the analogous check performed when
typing the mixin definition in isolation (mixin well-formedness) and it is needed because the actual
superclass the mixin will be applied to is not known in advance, namely, the actual superclass may
contain more methods than expected. So far the problem at issue is present in general when type
checking mixins, therefore also in a sequential context, and independently from code mobility. Its
obvious solution, i.e., repeating the check at the moment of the mixin application, relies on the
fact that all necessary information is provided by the mixin type and the class type during the type
checking of the application.

Let us consider now the specific complications that arise from using mixin and class variables
as formal parameters of a receive action. The static well-typedness of an expression like x�y is not
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sufficient: new unintentional overrides can occur again at run-time when receiving (and replacing)
a mixin M and a class C for x and y, respectively, because of names of new methods possibly
added by M and C by v (defined in Table 7). In this context, the problem at issue differs from the
previous one in two points.

Firstly, when receiving a class or mixin to be substituted in a process, we do not want to type
check the whole process once again (remember that this is one of our main goals). Thus, the
only run-time check consists of comparing the type of what we receive against what we expect.
Secondly, differently from static name clashes that have to be considered as errors, dynamic name
clashes should be allowed since they represent only an homonymy problem easily solvable with
static bindings. Let us explain this matter with some examples. Suppose we have:

receive(x :mixin〈 /0,Σred, /0〉).(new (x�C))⇐ n

where Σred = {m : τ} and C : class〈{m : τ,n : τ1}〉. Obviously, the code is statically well-
typed, since n is implicitly inherited during the mixin application. At run-time, the mixin
M : mixin〈Σnew,Σred, /0〉, with Σnew = {n : τ2, p : τ′}, can be accepted by receive since
mixin〈Σnew,Σred, /0〉 v mixin〈 /0,Σred, /0〉. However, at run-time, M �C would generate a (dynamic)
name clash due to n in Σnew. Should this be considered an error just like a static name clash? We
do not think so. At run-time a name clash is only an homonymy: the (remote) programmer of M
defines a method n that can be used internally by M itself; the (local) programmer of C intends to
invoke n from the class C when he wrote (new x �C)⇐ n, and statically this is the only correct
choice. The program of the local programmer would never access n of the received mixin M since
it is not explicitly stated in any static type, therefore it is not known by the program. The two n’s
are completely unrelated, thus the only thing we should guarantee is that they are unrelated also
during the execution. In other words, we have to make sure that, if p in M invokes n, the n defined
by M is actually executed: in the methods of M, n must be statically bound to the n defined in M.
Dynamic binding will be applied for the methods that are explicit in the static interface of mixins
and classes, while for the other methods static binding will be adopted.

The same strategy will be applied also to classes received from the network. Consider the
following code:

receive(y : class〈{m : τ}〉).(new (M � y))⇐ n

where M : mixin〈Σnew,Σred, /0〉, Σred = {m : τ} and Σnew = {n : τ2}. Now we can accept a class
C : class〈{m : τ,n : τ1}〉, since class〈{m : τ,n : τ1}〉 v class〈{m : τ}〉, and we have to make sure that
the n in C is not accidentally overridden by the n in M (since this was not statically declared);
indeed, inside the methods in C, n should be statically bound to the implementation provided by
C.

This choice on dynamic/static binding will guarantee that dynamic name clashes, due to the
subtyping-in-width-based matching at communication time, will not compromise the safety of the
system and the reusability/flexibility of existing code. This matter is related to the “width sub-
typing versus method addition” problem (well known in the object-based setting, see for instance
[28]), that in our case boils down to a careful management of these dynamic name clashes. This
means that, from a technical point of view, we must define a suitable capture-avoid-substitution,
indicated by [ / ], which performs all and only the needed renaming of methods in such a way that
our type system enjoys the following property: any class or mixin matching by subtyping can be
successfully received and safely substituted into the local code.

However, the renaming technique brings some difficulties from a technical point of view, be-
cause, as mentioned above, only the types of the formal parameter and of the actual parameter
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are known and compared when receiving some actual code. Let us discuss this point by a simple
example, which highlights also some design principles of our type system. Assume we have:

receive(x :mixin〈Σnew,Σexp, /0〉).receive(y : class〈Σb〉). . . . (x� y)

where Σexp = {n : τ}, Σnew = {m :{n : τ}} and Σb = {n : τ}. The simplest choice, during static type
checking, would be to consider the above mixin definition well formed, and therefore also the
application x� y, since no method in the type of y is accidentally overridden by a method name of
the mixin type. Formally, it looks like we could adopt a weaker condition, Subj(Σnew)∩Subj(Σred∪
Σexp) = /0, for the mixin type well-formedness (and, consequently, Subj(Σb)∩ Subj(Σnew) = /0 for
the typing of mixin application).

Now, let us assume to receive the class C :class〈{n : τ,m :{n : τ}}〉 as the actual parameter for y.
To avoid overriding accidentally the method m, we must rename m with a fresh name in order to do
a correct substitution. What about renaming the method n occurring in the type of m? Clearly, we
must avoid this renaming of n since n occurs in the type of y, in order to ensure that the renamed
version of C, say C′, still matches the expected requirements declared in the mixin type.

Concerning the mixin side, we assume to have to replace x with the received mixin M :
mixin〈Σ1

new, /0, /0〉 where Σ1
new = {n : τ,m : {n : τ}}. In principle, according to the choices made for

the class, the method n added by M (w.r.t. the type of x) must be renamed with a fresh name, ob-
taining a new version of M, say M ′ :mixin〈Σ′new, /0, /0〉, where Σ′new = {n′ :τ,m′ :{n′ :τ}}. Notice that
any occurrence of n in M has be renamed to ensure that typability of M implies typability of M ′,
without requiring any further type checking. However, the type of M ′ turns out to be completely
unrelated to the type of x, and so we cannot guarantee that the application of M to y is still well
typed. The simplest choice is clearly not the appropriate one.

The above considerations show how the case of dynamic mixin application for composing
local and foreign code in a type-safe way (without requiring any further type checking) requires
to consider “mobile” mixins as distinct entities from standard mixins (in a sequential framework).
The solution proposed in this paper consists of considering the mixin typing more restrictive,
giving priority to the flexibility of communication by v. Namely, we use the stronger constraint
Meth(Σnew)∩Meth(Σred ∪Σexp) = /0 when typing statically mixin definitions (and, consequently,
Meth(Σb)∩Meth(Σnew) = /0, for mixin applications). In this way, we avoid name conflicts between
methods occurring in types of methods defined and expected by the mixin (for instance, the code
of the above example results not well typed in our system). Given this restriction, the substitution
problem in our mobile setting has a smooth solution.

The basic idea is that, if x is of type class〈Σ〉, C is of type class〈Σ′〉 and class〈Σ′〉 v class〈Σ〉,
method names are assumed fresh for all names belonging to Meth(Σ′)−Meth(Σ) in [C/x]. The
case of mixin substitution is dealt with analogously, acting on Σnew. Moreover, we must be sure
that a different refreshed version of a class or a mixin value is substituted for each occurrence of
the replaced variable. In order to do that formally, in Section 5.3 we define a refresh function that
allows us to provide the actual substitution algorithm, preserving well-typedness of expressions.

In synthesis, our choice is based on the idea that it is better to rename as little as possible, to
minimize the danger of changing the meaning of the code. However, this choice leads to a more
restrictive use of types. Stricter types imply that less code is accepted at compile time; nevertheless
this is directly under the programmer’s control, while unexpected changes or failures taking place
in a foreign site are clearly not. Our design decision is to limit such changes and avoid failures.
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5.2 Implementation issues

It is important to note that the restrictive condition in the typing rules for mixins and mixin ap-
plications discussed above influences only the typing of methods that return an object (i.e., typed
with a record type where method names can occur), via a class instantiation. In general, any “new”
mixin method can invoke any “expected” method in its body, and in fact the condition above does
not affect this.

Moreover, from the perspective of an implementation, we may adopt two distinct rule sets in
the local static type system, using the weaker rules with condition on Subj() for type checking
“true” mixin values and mixin applications involving “true” mixin and class values (thus allow-
ing to type more mixins and classes), while adopting our more restrictive typing rules based on
the Meth() condition only for type checking mixin variables (formal parameters of receive’s op-
erations representing mixins, and consequently applications containing those variables). Indeed,
mixin variables are the future “containers” of mixins and classes coming from other sites, that
might cause troubles if not checked against a restrictive formal parameter types. Nevertheless, this
does not mean that we have two different mixin/class systems for any possible concrete instantia-
tion of MOMI’s SOOL, but just that we may have two more typing rules, as explained above. For
conciseness, in this paper we focus only on the most restrictive rule form, but dealing with both
rule forms would not add any technical complication.

Finally, we point out that for basic types (for instance, int, bool, string, . . . ) such restric-
tions do not hold. Furthermore, although we use a structural typing discipline, in a real world
implementation, the distributed applications should actually agree on a set of common types; this
set can be greater than standard basic types. For instance, in the O’KLAIM implementation (Sec-
tion 9), all the types of the KLAVA framework are agreed upon by all the distributed O’KLAIM
applications; thus for these types such restrictions are not considered.

5.3 Substitution by refresh

We define firstly a refresh function that provides the actual substitution algorithm.

Definition 2 (Refresh). Let v be a class or a mixin definition and M a set of method names such
that methods in M are methods defined in v; we define refreshM (v) as the definition v′ obtained
from v by lexically renaming all the labels belonging to M with global fresh names.

Then we define a substitution parameterized over a record type, which relies on the function
refresh. In the following we use the notation {y← x} to denote the renaming of free occurrences
of y with x.

Definition 3 (Parametric Substitution). Let v denote a class or mixin definition. Let P be a well
typed process and x be a free variable of type class or mixin, respectively. For any set of method
names M , P[v/x]M is defined by structural induction on P in the following way:

– nil[v/x]M
def
= nil;

– (P1|P2)[v/x]M
def
= P1[v/x]M |P2[v/x]M ;

– X [v/x]M
def
= X;

– (def y = x in P)[v/x]M
def
= (P{y← x})[v/x]M ;

– (def y = exp in P)[v/x]M
def
= def y = (exp[v/x]M ) in P[v/x]M exp 6≡ x;
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– (def x = exp in P)[v/x]M
def
= def x = (exp[v/x]M ) in P;

– (receive(y : τ).P)[v/x]M
def
= receive(y : τ).(P[v/x]M );

– (receive(x : τ).P)[v/x]M
def
= receive(x : τ).P;

– (send(x, `).P)[v/x]M
def
= send(v, `).(P[v/x]M ),

– (send(y, `).P)[v/x]M
def
= send(y, `).(P[v/x]M ),

– (send(A, `).P)[v/x]M
def
= send(A[v/x]M , `).(P[v/x]M ), A is not a variable

where

– y[v/x]M
def
= y;

– x[v/x]M
def
= refreshM (v);

– (new exp)[v/x]M
def
= new (exp[v/x]M );

– (exp⇐ m)[v/x]M
def
= (exp[v/x]M )⇐ m;

– (v1 � exp)[v/x]M
def
= (v1[v/x]M )� (exp[v/x]M ).

This substitution takes place only on well-typed terms, so that all the possible well-typed
cases are those considered in the above definition. Moreover, it is also a standard capture-avoid-
substitution since the variables of binders def and receive with the same name are ignored. Any
time a substitution on a free variable x actually takes place, but for occurrences of x as a send ar-
gument, refresh is used, thus fulfilling the requirement that a different refreshed version of a class
or a mixin value is substituted for each occurrence of the variable x. Therefore, for instance, in the
case:

(def y = x in P)[v/x]M
def
= (P{y← x})[v/x]M

we “skip” the aliasing step (being y the “alias” of x) by performing directly the desired substitu-
tions in the continuation P, so using a different refreshed version of v for each substitution.

Thus, a general substitution can be defined using the above parametric substitution for dealing
with crucial cases concerning the replacement of class and mixin variables inside expressions
occurring in a process.

Definition 4 (Substitution). The substitution [ / ] is defined as follows:

– If x is of type class〈Σ〉 and C is a class definition of type class〈Σ′〉, with class〈Σ′〉 v class〈Σ〉,
then

[C/x]
def
= [C/x]Meth(Σ′)−Meth(Σ).

– If x is of type mixin〈Σnew,Σred,Σexp〉 and M is a mixin definition of type mixin〈Σ′new,Σ′red,Σ
′
exp〉,

with mixin〈Σ′new,Σ′red,Σ
′
exp〉 vmixin〈Σnew,Σred,Σexp〉, then

[M/x]
def
= [M/x]Meth(Σ′new)−Meth(Σnew).

– In all the other cases the substitution [ / ] is intended as the standard replacement.

The above definition of substitution highlights a simple property: new methods added by a class
or a mixin by subtyping never change their original behavior, since they will never be accidentally
redefined (due to a name clash). With our solution, these new methods are hidden by applying
the refresh during substitution. This is very similar to the “privacy-via-subsumption” approach of
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[46]. Notice that we only rename methods that do not appear in the type of the variable x. This
second constraint ensures a basic property: the refreshed version C ′ of C has a type τ′ such that
τ′ v class〈Σ〉. The same holds for refreshed mixins.

From the point of view of the implementation, this formal treatment of “global” fresh names
can be solved with static binding for the mentioned methods; the technique of using the static types
of variables and the actual types of substituted mixin and class definitions may recall the approach
of [29] of allowing overriding only for methods declared in the mixin’s inheritance interface.

6 Properties of typing

The core of this section is Theorem 1, which proves the preservation of well-typedness of pro-
cesses under our definition of substitution.

The following lemma is a preliminary technical step for proving that narrowing both class types
and mixin types in a mixin application expression preserve well-typedness.

Lemma 2 (Type correctness of refreshing).

Case a. Let x and C be a variable and a class value respectively, such that:
– x : class〈Σ〉 and C : class〈Σ′〉, where
– class〈Σ′〉 v class〈Σ〉.

Then, refreshMeth(Σ′)−Meth(Σ)(C) = C∗, where C∗ : class〈Σ∗〉 satisfies the following conditions:
(i) class〈Σ∗〉 v class〈Σ〉;

(ii) for any record type Σ′′, Meth(Σ′′)∩Meth(Σ) = /0 implies Meth(Σ′′)∩Meth(Σ∗) = /0.
Case b. Let x and M be a variable and a mixin value respectively, such that

– x :mixin〈Σnew,Σred,Σexp〉 and M :mixin〈Σ′new,Σ′red,Σ
′
exp〉 where

– mixin〈Σ′new,Σ′red,Σ
′
exp〉 vmixin〈Σnew,Σred,Σexp〉.

Then, refreshMeth(Σ′new)−Meth(Σnew)(M) = M∗ where M∗ : mixin〈Σ∗new,Σ′red,Σ
′
exp〉 satisfies the fol-

lowing conditions:
(i) mixin〈Σ∗new,Σ′red,Σ

′
exp〉 vmixin〈Σnew,Σred,Σexp〉;

(ii) for any record type Σ′′, Meth(Σ′′)∩Meth(Σnew) = /0 implies Meth(Σ′′)∩Meth(Σ∗new) = /0.

Proof. Case a. By definition of v, class〈Σ′〉 v class〈Σ〉 means Σ′ ≡ Σ∪Σ2 for some Σ2. Since the
refresh on C does not affect method names occurring in Σ, then C∗ : class〈Σ∗〉 and Σ∗ ≡ Σ∪Σ∗2,
that is, class〈Σ∗〉 v class〈Σ〉. Point (ii) follows from the fact that method names of Meth(Σ∗)
either belong to Meth(Σ) or are fresh names.

Case b. By (mixin) rule, Meth(Σ′new)∩Meth(Σ′red∪Σ′exp) = /0; by definition ofv, Σ′new ≡ Σnew∪Σ2
for some Σ2 and Σexp <:Σ′exp (while Σ′red = Σred). Thus, since renaming acts only on method
names of Σ′new that do not occur in Σnew, we have M∗ : mixin〈Σ∗new,Σred,Σ′exp〉, where Σ∗new ≡
Σnew ∪Σ∗2. Then, we have mixin〈Σ∗new,Σred,Σ′exp〉 v mixin〈Σnew,Σred,Σexp〉. Finally, point (ii)
follows from the fact that method names of Meth(Σ∗new) either belong to Meth(Σnew) or are
fresh names.
ut

The above lemma shows that the refreshed version of a class or a mixin actually used in the
substitution of Definition 4, preserves both the subtype relation v enjoyed by the original version
and the absence of name clashes enjoyed by the variable to be replaced. This is a key point for
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proving that replacing classes and mixins with smaller types to variables inside mixin application
expressions preserves well-typedness of the whole expression.

In the following, in an expression of the shape Mn �(. . .�(M1 �x) . . .), when we need to refer to
a specific record type of the mixin expression Mi we will use the notation Σi (1≤ i≤ n). Moreover,
if τ≡ class〈Σ〉, then Meth(τ) will be a short for Meth(Σ).

Lemma 3 (Narrowing Class Types). If

Γ,x : class〈Σb〉 ` Mn � (. . . � (M1 � x) . . .) : τ and
Γ ` C : class〈Σc〉 with class〈Σc〉 v class〈Σb〉,

then Γ ` (Mn � (. . .� (M1 � x) . . .))[C/x] : τ′ where

– τ′ v τ;
– Meth(τ′)∩Meth(Σ) = /0 for any Σ such that Meth(τ)∩Meth(Σ) = /0.

Proof. By induction on the number n of mixin applications, taking into account that a refreshed
version of C, say C∗, is actually replaced to x according to Definition 4. By Lemma 2-Case a-(i),
we have C∗ : class〈Σ∗c〉, where class〈Σ∗c〉 v class〈Σb〉.

Base. n = 1. The (mixin app) rule still applies to M1 and C∗ since
– Σ∗c <:Σb and Σb <:(Σ1

exp∪Σ1
red) (since M1 � x is well-typed), then Σ∗c <:(Σ1

exp∪Σ1
red);

– Meth(Σb)∩Meth(Σ1
new) = /0 (since M1�x is well-typed) implies Meth(Σ∗c)∩Meth(Σ1

new) = /0
by Lemma 2-Case a-(ii).

Therefore, we obtain a deduction of Γ ` M1 � x[C/x] : τ′, and τ′ ≡ class〈Σb∪Σ1
new∪Σ′〉 for

some Σ′ containing new methods added by C, w.r.t. to x, possibly renamed. Then, τ ′ v
class〈Σb∪Σ1

new〉 ≡ τ. Moreover, the thesis on Meth(τ′) holds since τ ≡ class〈Σb∪Σ1
new〉 and

τ′ ≡ class〈Σb∪Σ1
new∪Σ′〉, where any method name occurring in Σ′ either belongs to Meth(Σb)

or is renamed with a fresh name (by definition of C∗).
Inductive Step. The last applied rule is:

Γ,x : class〈Σb〉 ` Mn :mixin〈Σn
new,Σn

red,Σ
n
exp〉

Γ,x : class〈Σb〉 ` Mn−1 � (. . . � (M1 � x) . . .) : class〈Σn−1〉
(mixin app)

Γ,x : class〈Σb〉 ` Mn � (. . . � (M1 � x) . . .) : τ

where τ≡ class〈Σn−1∪Σn
new〉, Σn−1 <:(Σn

exp∪Σn
red) and Meth(Σn−1)∩Meth(Σn

new) = /0, by def-
inition of (mixin app) rule.
By induction hypothesis:
– Γ ` (Mn−1 � (. . . � (M1 � x) . . .))[C/x] : τ∗ with τ∗ v class〈Σn−1〉 and
– Meth(τ∗)∩Meth(Σ) = /0 for any Σ such that Meth(Σn−1)∩Meth(Σ) = /0. Thus, in particular,

since Meth(Σn−1)∩Meth(Σn
new) = /0 we have Meth(τ∗)∩Meth(Σn

new) = /0.
Then, the (mixin app) rule still applies to

Γ ` Mn :mixin〈Σn
new,Σn

red,Σ
n
exp〉

and

Γ ` Mn−1 � (. . . � (M1 � x) . . .)[C/x] : τ∗

and the thesis follows as in the Base case.
ut
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Corollary 1 (Narrowing Class Assumptions). If

Γ,x : class〈Σb〉 ` Mn � (. . . � (M1 � x) . . .) : τ

and class〈Σ1〉 v class〈Σb〉 is such that all method names belonging to Meth(Σ1)−Meth(Σb) are
(globally) fresh names, then Γ,x : class〈Σ1〉 ` Mn � (. . . � (M1 � x) . . .) : τ′ where

– τ′ v τ;
– Meth(τ′)∩Meth(Σ) = /0 for any Σ such that Meth(τ)∩Meth(Σ) = /0.

Proof. Let C be any class of type class〈Σ1〉. Since x has only one occurrence in the mixin applica-
tion (Property 1), then by Lemma 3 Γ ` (Mn �(. . .�(M1 �C) . . .)) :τ′, where Meth(Σ1)−Meth(Σb)
are already fresh names. Then we can replace the assumption x : class〈Σ1〉 to the deduction of
C : class〈Σ1〉 in the deduction of Γ ` (Mn � (. . . � (M1 �C) . . .)) : τ′. The rule (mixin app) still ap-
plies, therefore we obtain a deduction of Γ,x : class〈Σ1〉 ` Mn � (. . . � (M1 � x) . . .) : τ′. ut

Lemma 4 (Narrowing Mixin Types). Let exp be a mixin application expression. If

Γ,x :mixin〈Σnew,Σred,Σexp〉 ` exp : τ and
Γ ` M :mixin〈Σ′new,Σ′red,Σ

′
exp〉, where mixin〈Σ′new,Σ′red,Σ

′
exp〉 vmixin〈Σnew,Σred,Σexp〉

then Γ ` exp[M/x] : τ′, where

– τ′ v τ;
– Meth(τ′)∩Meth(Σ) = /0 for any Σ such that Meth(τ)∩Meth(Σ) = /0.

Proof. By structural induction on exp. For simplicity, we only consider the interesting case when
x occurs in exp.

Base. exp ≡ v1 � v2 where v1 ≡ x and v2 is a class value.
By looking at the typing rules, Γ,x :mixin〈Σnew,Σred,Σexp〉 ` exp :τ implies that the last applied
rule is a (mixin app) rule, that is:

(1) Γ,x :mixin〈Σnew,Σred,Σexp〉 ` x :mixin〈Σnew,Σred,Σexp〉
(2) Γ,x :mixin〈Σnew,Σred,Σexp〉 ` v2 : class〈Σc〉
(3) Σc <:(Σexp∪Σred)
(4) Meth(Σc)∩Meth(Σnew) = /0

(mixin app)
Γ,x :mixin〈Σnew,Σred,Σexp〉 ` x� v2 : class〈Σc∪Σnew〉

Now we replace to x a refreshed version of M, say M∗, such that M∗ : mixin〈Σ∗new,Σ′red,Σ
′
exp〉

where mixin〈Σ∗new,Σ′red,Σ
′
exp〉 v mixin〈Σnew,Σred,Σexp〉 by Lemma 2-Case b-(i), i.e.,

Σ∗new <:Σnew, and Σexp <:Σ′exp by hypothesis (while Σ′red = Σred).
The (mixin app) rule still applies since:
– Σc <:(Σ′exp∪Σred) follows from condition (3) and Σexp <:Σ′exp;
– Meth(Σc)∩Meth(Σ∗new) = /0 follows from (4) using Lemma 2-Case b-(ii).

So we obtain a deduction of

Γ ` M∗ � v2 : class〈Σc∪Σ∗new〉,

where τ′ ≡ class〈Σc∪Σ∗new〉 v τ≡ class〈Σc∪Σnew〉 since Σ∗new <:Σnew.
Moreover, according to the definition of the refreshed version M∗ used in the substitution, any
method name occurring in Σ∗new either occurs in Σnew or has a fresh name. Then, the thesis on
Meth(τ′) easily follows.
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Inductive Step. exp≡ v�exp1 where exp1 is a mixin application expression. We have two possible
cases:
1. v 6≡ x. Let v be such that v :mixin〈Σv

new,Σv
red,Σ

v
exp〉. By (mixin app) rule, Γ ` exp1 :class〈Σc〉,

where Σc <:(Σv
exp∪Σv

red) and Meth(Σc)∩Meth(Σv
new) = /0, so that

Γ,x :mixin〈Σnew,Σred,Σexp〉 ` v� exp1 : τ≡ class〈Σc∪Σv
new〉

By induction hypothesis:
– Γ ` exp1[M/x] : class〈Σ∗〉 where class〈Σ∗〉 v class〈Σc〉;
– Meth(Σc)∩Meth(Σv

new) = /0 implies Meth(Σ∗)∩Meth(Σv
new) = /0.

Thus, (mixin app) rule applies and we obtain

Γ ` v� exp1[M/x] : class〈Σ∗∪Σv
new〉

In particular, we have τ′ ≡ class〈Σ∗∪Σv
new〉 v τ ≡ class〈Σc∪Σv

new〉 since class〈Σ∗〉 v
class〈Σc〉.
The thesis on Meth(τ′) trivially holds since any method name occurring in Σ∗ either occurs
in Σc or is a fresh name.

2. v≡ x. Firstly, we use the proof of the above case to type x � (exp1[M/x]), and then use the
proof of the Base case to replace M to x and type the application (x[M/x]) � (exp 1[M/x]).
Notice that this proof relies on the fact that a new refreshed version of M is replaced to x,
independently from any substitution of x with M inside exp1, according to Definition 4.

ut

We observe that an analogous corollary as Corollary 1 does not hold in the case when the
assumption has a mixin type, because the assumption x : mixin〈Σnew,Σred,Σexp〉 can have multi-
ple occurrences inside the same mixin application. For instance, x � (x �C) can be typed only
if in the type of x : mixin〈Σnew,Σred,Σexp〉 we have Σnew = /0. Instead, using the assumption
x : mixin〈Σ′new,Σ′red,Σ

′
exp〉 with Σ′new 6= /0, we can type (x �C) but not x � (x �C). Thus, we can-

not narrow the types of assumptions in the case of mixin variables. However, Lemmas 3 and 4,
together with Corollary 1, are all we need for proving the substitution property that is relevant for
our purpose (see Theorem 1). This substitution property will be crucial for proving the subject
reduction theorem in Section 7.

For the sake of simplicity, in order to deal with <: and v at the same time, we introduce the
meta notation:

τ1 4 τ2 =

{

τ1 v τ2 if τ1 is a mixin or a class type
τ1 <:τ2 otherwise

Notice that 4 is transitive, since v and <: are transitive.
We firstly consider the case when we replace values inside expressions (the generalization to

replacement of expressions inside expressions would be straightforward but it is not necessary
for our purpose, since only values and processes can be exchanged in the operational semantics).
Then, we generalize the property to well-typed processes, that is, processes having type proc from
a suitable context Γ (Γ = /0 if the process is closed): namely, an identifier id can be replaced with an
argument A, being a value or a process (see Table 2), inside a process, preserving well-typedness.

Lemma 5. Let exp and v be an object-oriented expression and a closed object-oriented value,
respectively. If Γ,x : τx ` exp : τ and Γ ` v : τ1 where τ1 4 τx, then Γ ` exp[v/x] : τ′ where
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– τ′ 4 τ.
– if τ′ is a class type then Meth(τ′)∩Meth(Σ) = /0 for any Σ such that Meth(τ)∩Meth(Σ) = /0.

Proof. By induction on the definition of exp (Table 1), which coincides with the induction on a
deduction of Γ,x : τx ` exp : τ. The only interesting case of a mixin application expression follows
from Lemmas 3 and 4. The refreshing performed by substitution guarantees that method names
belonging to τ′ and not to τ are global fresh names. ut

Corollary 2. If Γ,x : class〈Σx〉 ` exp : τ and class〈Σ1〉 v class〈Σx〉 is such that all method names
belonging to Meth(Σ1)−Meth(Σx) are fresh names, then Γ,x : class〈Σ1〉 ` exp : τ′ where

– τ′ v τ;
– Meth(τ′)∩Meth(Σ) = /0 for any Σ such that Meth(τ)∩Meth(Σ) = /0.

Proof. By Corollary 1 and Lemma 5. ut

Corollary 3. Let v be a closed object-oriented value. If Γ,x : class〈Σx〉 ` exp : τ and Γ ` v :
class〈Σv〉, where

– class〈Σv〉 v class〈Σx〉
– there exists a set of method names M that are fresh names, where M ⊆ (Meth(Σv)−Meth(Σx))

then

Γ ` exp[v/x](Meth(Σv)−Meth(Σx))−M : τ′

where

– τ′ v τ;
– Meth(τ′)∩Meth(Σ) = /0 for any Σ such that Meth(τ)∩Meth(Σ) = /0.

Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 5, method names that are already fresh names (M ) do not require
any further renaming during substitution. ut

Lemma 6. If Γ,X :proc ` P :proc and Γ ` Q :proc, then Γ ` P[Q/X ] :proc.

Proof. Trivial, by an inspection of typing rules for processes (Table 6). ut

Theorem 1 (Substitution Property). Let P be a process and let A be either a closed SOOL value
or a process. If

Γ, id : τ ` P :proc and
Γ ` A : τ1,

for some Γ and τ1 4 τ, then Γ ` P[A/id] :proc.

Proof. We distinguish two cases:

Case (a) A is a process. By Lemma 6;
Case (b) A is an object-oriented value. By structural induction on P which coincides with the induction

on the deduction of Γ, id : τ ` P :proc according to the rules of Table 6.
Base. The only cases are P≡ nil and P≡ X , thus P[A/id]≡ P.
Inductive Step.
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(a) P ≡ send(A′, `).P′. The only interesting case is when id occurs in A′, that is A′ ≡ id,
since A′ is a value. By rule (send), we have to prove that (i) A≡ A′ is well typed and
(ii) Γ ` P′[A/id] :proc. We obtain (i) by hypothesis and (ii) by induction hypothesis.

(b) P ≡ receive(id ′ : τ′).P′. We take into account that receive is a binder for id ′, thus, if

id′ ≡ id, then (receive(id ′ : τ′).P′)[A/id]
def
= receive(id ′ : τ′).P′; otherwise, if id ′ 6= id,

then (receive(id ′ :τ′).P′)[A/id]
def
= receive(id ′ :τ′).(P′[A/id]) and the proof follows from

the induction hypothesis that P′[A/id] is well-typed.
(c) P≡ P1|P2. By induction hypothesis, Γ ` P1[A/id] :proc and Γ ` P2[A/id] :proc, there-

fore Γ ` (P1|P2)[A/id]
def
= (P1[A/id])|(P2[A/id]) :proc.

(d) P≡ def x = exp in P′. We distinguish three subcases.

i. exp≡ y where y 6≡ id: then P[A/id]
def
= P′[A/id] and Γ ` P′[A/id] :proc by induction

hypothesis.

ii. exp≡ id: then (def x = id in P′)[A/id]
def
= (P′{x← id})[A/id] and the proof follows

from the induction hypothesis.
iii. exp is not a variable: the interesting case is when exp is not a closed value (other-

wise id cannot occur in exp) and id occurs both in exp and in P, that is

(def x = exp in P)[A/id]
def
= def x = exp[A/id] in P′[A/id].

By rule (def ), Γ, id : τ ` def x = exp in P′ : proc implies (i) Γ, id : τ ` exp : τ′,
for some τ′, and (ii) Γ, id : τ,x : τ′ ` P′ : proc. By Lemma 5 on (i) we have Γ `
exp[A/id] : τ′1, where τ′1 4 τ′ and Meth(τ′1)−Meth(Σ) = /0 for any Σ such that
Meth(τ′)−Meth(Σ) = /0. Moreover, τ′ (and thus also τ′1) can only be class or record
type (they cannot be a mixin type, see Property 2). Let us consider the deduction of
Γ, id :τ,x :τ′ ` P′ :proc in the case when τ′ is a class type. By induction hypothesis,
there is a deduction D of Γ,x : τ′ ` P′[A/id] : proc. Moreover, for any expression
exp′ occurring in P′, such that Γ,x : τ′ ` exp′ : τ′′ is used in D , by Corollary 1, we
have also a deduction Γ,x : τ′1 ` exp′ : τ′′1 for some τ′′1 4 τ′′ such that Meth(τ′′1)−
Meth(τ′′) have fresh names. Thus, it is easy to verify that we can replace such
deduction of Γ,x : τ′1 ` exp′ : τ′′1 to each Γ,x : τ′ ` exp′ : τ′′ in D , and we obtain
a deduction D∗ of Γ,x : τ′1 ` P′[A/id] : proc. Finally, from Γ ` exp[A/id] : τ′1 and
Γ,x : τ′1 ` P′[A/id] : proc we obtain Γ ` def x = exp[A/id] in P′[A/id] : proc by
using the rule (def ).

ut

Corollary 4 (Extended Narrowing Class Assumptions). Let P be a process such that

Γ,x : class〈Σx〉 ` P :proc

if

– class〈Σv〉 v class〈Σx〉 and
– Meth(Σv)−Meth(Σx) are global fresh names

then, Γ,x : class〈Σv〉 ` P :proc.

Proof. Follows from Theorem 1 and Corollary 2. ut
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7 Operational Semantics

The operational semantics of MOMI is based on two sets of rules. The first one describes how
SOOL expressions reduce to values. This reduction relation, denoted by →→, is the reflexive and
transitive closure of the relation →, that is part of the operational semantics of the concrete lan-
guage underlying SOOL. Thus, concerning object creation and method invocation, we assume that
such language has a semantics that is consistent with its typing  (see Property 4), so that it does
not conflict with the operational semantics of MOMI. Namely, we expect that either new binds
correctly the self-references by applying an appropriate fix-point operator, that binds self to the
host object (as it happens, for instance, in [18]) or that method invocation binds the implicit object
self (a.k.a. known as this) inside the method body to the object the method was invoked on (e.g.,
by passing it as an implicit argument to the method, as in Java and C++). The only interesting rule
concerns mixin application (Table 8), that produces a new class containing all the methods defined
and redefined by the mixin, and those defined by the superclass. The function override takes care
of introducing in the new class the overridden methods from the superclass, and of binding the
next in the mixin’s redefining methods’ bodies to their “old” implementations: such “old” meth-
ods are given a fresh name, denoted by mi′ . Dynamic binding is then implemented for redefining
methods, and old implementations of the base class are hidden in the derived class, since they are
given a fresh name (i.e., they are private to the class).

Definition 5. Let ρ1 and ρ2 be two method sets, such that for each mi : τmi = fi belonging to ρ1,
mi : τmi = fi belongs to ρ2. The result of override(ρ1,ρ2) is the method set ρ3 defined as follows:

– for all mi :τmi = fi ∈ ρ1, let mi :τmi = f ′i ∈ ρ2 and let mi′ be a fresh method name, then mi′ :τmi =
f ′i ∈ ρ3 and mi : τmi = fi[mi′/next] ∈ ρ3;

– for all mi : τmi = fi ∈ ρ2 such that mi 6= m j for all m j : τm j = f j ∈ ρ1, then mi : τmi = fi ∈ ρ3.

exp → class [ml : τml = fl
l∈L] end













mixin

expect[mi : τmi
i∈I ]

redef[mk : τmk with fk
k∈K ]

def[m j : τm j = f j
j∈J ]

end













� exp→









class

[m j : τm j = f j
j∈J ] ∪

override([mk : τmk = fk
k∈K], [ml : τml = fl

l∈L])
end









Table 8: Operational rule for mixin application.

The second set of rules describes the evolution of a MOMI net, showing how distributed pro-
cesses communicate and exchange data and code by means of send and receive. The crucial point
is dynamic matching of types. The operations send and receive synchronize only if the type of the
delivered expression matches the one expected according to 4. Thus, the receiving process must
use type information, delivered with the received code, in order to check that it is correct w.r.t. the
type of the receive formal parameter.

To this aim, the evaluation of a process starts from its compiled version, where send arguments
are decorated with their static types (computed during type inference), while receive parameters
are decorated with the type explicitly given by the programmer. However, the notion of compiled
process is not sufficient to model the evolution of a net, where processes on different nodes contin-
uously download foreign code, merge it into local code and then send the resulting code to other
nodes. This means that new classes which are obtained locally by mixin application can decrease
their type when using received classes and mixins having subtypes of the types of expected ones.
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However, the key issue of MOMI is that the type analysis of processes is totally static and per-
formed at each site independently once and for all, except for the dynamic checking of 4 which is
required during communication. No further recompilation must be performed after a communica-
tion took place successfully; in particular, type annotations of send arguments are not recomputed.
This results in a progressive weakening of class type annotations decorating send arguments. Such
annotations become greater than the static types that would be assigned to them via a new type
analysis, after foreign classes and mixins be downloaded and merged into local mixin applications
by substitution, whose types are subtypes of those expected. In order to formalize this issue, we
have to define a suitable notion of “weakened type annotations” for send arguments, that charac-
terizes annotated processes w.r.t. compiled ones. Informally, annotated processes are defined in
such a way that (i) their versions without annotations are well-typed processes; (ii) weakened type
annotations are still sufficient to perform a safe communication using substitution. To this aim, we
extend the notion of substitution in a straightforward way (Definition 4), to take into account type
annotations.

Definition 6. Let P be a well-typed process; The compiled version of P, denoted by [[P]], is defined
as follows:

– [[nil]]
def
= nil

– [[send(A, `).P′]]
def
= send([[A]]τ, `).[[P′]]

where [[A]]
def
= A if A is a value and τ is the type assigned to A by the static type system. Other-

wise, τ≡ proc.

– [[receive(id : τ).P′]] def
= receive(idτ).[[P′]]

– [[P1 | P2]]
def
= [[P1]] | [[P2]]

– [[def x = exp in P′]]
def
= def x = exp in [[P′]]

Definition 7. τ<weakτ′ iff

– τ and τ′ are mixin or process types and τ = τ′,
– τ and τ′ are class types, τv τ′ and Meth(τ)−Meth(τ′) are fresh names,
– τ<:τ′ otherwise.

Definition 8. An annotated process, denoted by P, is defined as follows:

– [[P]] is an annotated process,
– if P is an annotated process, any process obtained from P by substituting a send occurrence

send(Aτ
, `) in P with send(Aτ′

, `), for some τ′ such that τ<weakτ′, is an annotated process.

Let us notice that <weak is transitive: this follows from the transitivity of v and <: , and from
the notion of global fresh names.

Concerning the crucial case when class and mixin types decorate send arguments, we notice
that, in an annotated process: (i) mixin types coincide with their static types (ii) class types can
be greater than their static types, but additional method names occurring in them (w.r.t. static
types) are fresh names. In the following, we will write P and P to denote an annotated process
and the unannotated process that is obtained from P by erasing the type annotation. Furthermore,
since object-oriented expressions do not contain send actions, we can write send(Aτ, `) instead of
send(Aτ

, `), when A is not a process (A≡ A), inside annotated processes.
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Lemma 7 (Well-typedness). For any annotated process P, Γ ` P :proc for some Γ.

Proof. If P is a compiled process, the proof follows directly from the definition of compiled pro-
cess (Definition 6).

Otherwise, the proof proceeds by induction on P. The only interesting case is P ≡
send(Aτ

, `).P′. If τ is a mixin type or a process type, then the proof is trivial, since the type anno-
tation coincides with the static type of A in the compiled process. If τ≡ class〈Σ〉, then we have, by
induction on Definition 8, that there exists τ′ such that τ′ is the corresponding decoration of A in
the compiled process and τ′<weakτ (v is transitive and so is <weak) thus Γ ` A : τ′. Moreover, by
induction hypothesis, Γ ` P′ :proc. Then Γ ` send(A, `).P′ :proc by (send) rule (Table 6), where
typing of a send prefixed process only requires that both the send argument and the continuation
are well-typed. ut

Now we must extend the notion of substitution (Definition 4) to substitution of a closed value
decorated with a type inside an annotated process, in order to take into account type annotations.
We firstly extend Definition 3 of parametric substitution by considering P instead of P, by dealing
with type annotations of send arguments and by using the previous definition of refresh inside
expressions.

Definition 9 (Replacement for Annotated Processes). Let v denote an object-oriented value. Let
P be an annotated process and x be a free variable. Then, P[v/x] denotes the simple replacement
of v to all free occurrences of x in P, without affecting any possible existing type decoration of x.

Definition 10 (Parametric Substitution for Annotated Processes). Let vτ denote a class or mixin
definition decorated with type τ. Let P be an annotated process and x be a free variable. For any
set of method names M , P[vτ/x]M is defined by structural induction on P in the following way:

– nil[vτ/x]M
def
= nil;

– (P1|P2)[vτ/x]M
def
= P1[vτ/x]M |P2[vτ/x]M ;

– X [vτ/x]M
def
= X

– (def y = x in P)[vτ/x]M
def
= (P{y← x})[vτ/x]M ;

– (def y = exp in P)[vτ/x]M
def
= def y = (exp[vτ/x]M ) in P[vτ/x]M exp 6≡ x;

– (def x = exp in P)[vτ/x]M
def
= def x = (exp[vτ/x]M ) in P;

– (receive(y : τ).P)[vτ/x]M
def
= receive(y : τ).(P[vτ/x]M );

– (receive(x : τ).P)[vτ/x]M
def
= receive(x : τ).P;

– (send(xτ′ , `).P)[vτ/x]M
def
= send(vτ, `).(P[vτ/x]M ),

– (send(yτ′ , `).P)[vτ/x]M
def
= send(yτ′ , `).(P[vτ/x]M ),

– (send(A1
τ′
, `).P)[vτ/x]M

def
= send((A1[A/x])τ′

, `).(P[vτ/x]M ),

where

– y[vτ/x]M
def
= y;

– x[vτ/x]M
def
= refreshM (v)

– (new exp)[vτ/x]M
def
= new (exp[vτ/x]M );

– (exp⇐ m)[vτ/x]M
def
= (exp[vτ/x]M )⇐ m;
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τ1 4 τ2
(comm)

`1 :: send(Aτ1 , `2).P′ ‖ `2 :: receive(idτ2).Q�−→ `1 :: P′ ‖ `2 :: Q[Aτ1/id]

exp→→ v
(def )

` :: def x = exp in P�−→ ` :: P[v/x]

N1 �−→ N′1
(par)

N1 ‖ N �−→ N′1 ‖ N

N ≡ N1 N1 �−→ N2 N2 ≡ N′
(net)

N �−→ N′

Table 9: Net and process operational semantics

– (v1 � exp)[vτ/x]M
def
= (v1[vτ/x]M )� (exp[vτ/x]M ).

We notice that the above definition is a simple rewriting of Definition 2, except for the case of
send. Namely, the parametric substitution always propagates to subprocesses and it performs the
needed refreshing of v (according to M ) when v is replaced to x inside expressions by ignoring
the type decoration τ. In the special case, when x is the argument of a send and then it is already
decorated with a type τ′ (this is the only case when x can have a type decoration), then vτ is
replaced to xτ′ .

Definition 11 (Substitution for Annotated Processes). Let Aτ denote a decorated send argument
(i.e., a closed object-oriented value decorated with type τ or an annotated process decorated with
type proc). Let P be an annotated process and id be a free variable. P[Aτ

/id] is defined as follows:

– If id ≡ x is of type class〈Σ〉 and Cclass〈Σ′〉 is such that class〈Σ′〉 v class〈Σ〉, then

P[Cclass〈Σ′〉/x]
def
= P[Cclass〈Σ′〉/x]Meth(Σ′)−Meth(Σ).

– If id ≡ x is of type mixin〈Σnew,Σred,Σexp〉 and Mmixin〈Σ′new,Σ′red ,Σ′exp〉 is such that
mixin〈Σ′new,Σ′red,Σ

′
exp〉 vmixin〈Σnew,Σred,Σexp〉, then

P[Mmixin〈Σ′new,Σ′red ,Σ′exp〉/x]
def
= P[Mmixin〈Σ′new,Σ′red ,Σ′exp〉/x]Meth(Σ′new)−Meth(Σnew).

– If id ≡ x is of record type Σ and τ<:Σ then P[Aτ
/x] is the replacement of A to x in P except

for send occurrences: in this case A is replaced to x and τ is replaced to the previous type
decoration of x;

– If id ≡ X and τ≡ proc then P[Aτ
/X ] is as in the previous case.

Informally speaking, the above substitution is performed by choosing the set of method names
to be refreshed (the parameter M ) according to the type decoration τ of the A, in case of classes and
mixins. No renaming is performed when A is an object or an annotated process. In any case, when
id occurs as the parameter of a send and then it is decorated with its type, then this substitution
consists in replacing A and τ to id and to the type decoration of id, respectively.

Reduction rules for MOMI nets are displayed in Table 9 and are defined on annotated pro-
cesses. They are based on a standard structural congruence ≡ (defined as the least congruence
relation closed under the rules in Table 10) that allows the rearrangement of the syntactic structure
of a term, so that reduction rules may be applied.

The (comm) rule uses type information, delivered together with the argument Aτ1 , in order to
check dynamically that the received item is correct w.r.t. the formal argument of type τ2. If so,
then Aτ1 is replaced to id in the continuation of the receiving process by taking into account type
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N1 ‖ N2 = N2 ‖ N1
(N1 ‖ N2) ‖ N3 = N1 ‖ (N2 ‖ N3)

` :: P = ` :: P | nil

` :: (P1 | P2) = ` :: P1 ‖ ` :: P2

Table 10: Congruence laws

annotations, i.e., by using the substitution of Definitions 11. Rule (def ) says that exp is evaluated
and the resulting value is replaced to x in P (Definition 9). The other rules are straightforward.

Since the semantics is defined on annotated processes, we show how the substitution property
of Theorem 1 extends to the new substitution of Definition 11 dealing with type annotations.
This guarantees that the well-typedness of processes and the correctness of type annotations are
preserved during communication.

Lemma 8 (Substitution Property on Type Annotations for Classes and Mixins). Let vτ′v a
closed object-oriented class or mixin value, where ` v : τv for some τv such that τv<weakτ′v. Let P
be an annotated process such that Γ, id :τid ` P :proc and τ′v v τid . Then P[vτ′v/id] is an annotated
process.

Proof. By structural induction on P.

– P≡ send(AτA , `).P′

The only interesting case is when AτA ≡ idτA . Since Γ, id : τid ` P : proc and since P is an
annotated process, then τid<weakτA (by Definition 8). By Definition 11,

(send(idτA , `).P′)[vτ′v/id] = send(vτ′v , `).(P′[vτ′v/id])

which is an annotated process since τv<weakτ′v (by hypothesis) and P′[vτ′v/id] is an annotated
process (by induction hypothesis).

– P≡ def x = exp in P′
We consider the general case when id occurs both in exp and in P′. First of all, let us observe
that an expression, that is neither a variable nor a closed value, cannot have a mixin type
(Property 2). We consider here the crucial case when it has class type.
Since P is an annotated process by assumption, by Lemma 7, we have that Γ, id :τ id ` exp :τexp,
for some τexp, and Γ, id : τid ,x : τexp ` P′ :proc. We distinguish two cases:
– τ′v is a mixin type, then, by definition of <weak , τ′v = τv. Then, since ` v : τ′v, we have

Γ ` exp[v/id] : τ′exp where τ′exp<weakτexp (by Lemma 5)
Moreover, since τexp and τ′exp are class types, by Corollary 4, we have

Γ, id : τid ,x : τ′exp ` P′ :proc

and then, by Theorem 1
Γ,x : τ′exp ` P′[v/id] :proc

Let us denote
Q≡ P[v/id] ≡ def x = exp[v/id] in P′[v/id] :proc

Consider the compiled version of Q, [[Q]], and compare [[Q]] with P[vτ′v/id]. The latter can
differ from the former only in type decorations of send arguments. Namely, for any possible
occurrence of a send with argument x, we have

send(xτ′exp , `) occurs in [[Q]] while send(xτexp , `) occurs in P[vτ′v/id]

because the annotation τexp has not been modified during the substitution. Concerning ar-
guments of send that are different from x in P (and then in P[vτ′v/id]) their type decorations
are related by <weak because P is annotated and <weak is transitive. Thus, since we proved
that τ′exp<weakτexp and they are class types, we have that P[vτ′v/id] is an annotated process.
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– τ′v is a class type; this implies that τv v τ′v. Since Meth(τv)−Meth(τ′v) are all fresh names
(by definition of <weak), then, by Corollary 3, Γ, id : τid ` exp : τexp implies

Γ ` exp[v/id](Meth(τ′v)−Meth(τid))−(Meth(τv)−Meth(τ′v)) : τ′exp

Then, the proof proceeds as in the previous case.
The remaining case when exp has a record type is trivial.

– All the other cases follow easily from the induction hypothesis.
ut

We remark that in the proof above it is crucial that τ′v = τv when v is a mixin. This relies on the
fact that a mixin can have multiple occurrences inside a mixin application expression, therefore
requiring several distinct method renamings (see the example at the end of this section). In fact, as
explained in Section 5, Corollary 4 does not hold for mixin types.

Theorem 2 (Substitution Property on Annotated Processes). Let Aτ′A be a send argument where
A is such that ` A :τA, and τA<weakτ′A. Let P be an annotated process such that Γ, id :τid ` P :proc

and τ′A v τid . Then P[Aτ′A/id] is an annotated process.

Proof. It follows from Lemma 8 when A ≡ A is an object-oriented value. The case of A being a
process (A is an annotated process) is trivial, since τ′A = τA = τid = proc by definition of <weak .
ut

The property of preservation of types during evaluation is assumed for any concrete (sequen-
tial) language underlying the kernel SOOL, since it is standard for object-oriented calculi and
languages. In particular, this property holds for SOOL expressions.

Property 4 (Preservation of types for SOOL) If exp→→ v and Γ ` exp : τ, then Γ ` v : τ.

This property would be proved for any concrete language underlying SOOL by structural in-
duction on the definition of its reduction relation. Notice that preservation of types holds for the
mixin application evaluation rule (last rule in Table 8) because the original implementation of the
overriding methods taken from the superclass and renamed (which are included in the reduct for
technical purposes, see Definition 5) are private, therefore their types do not need to appear in the
class type.

Analogously, a progress theorem is assumed as a standard property of any concrete language
including SOOL expressions (i.e., for any well-typed expression, either it is a value or it can take a
step according to the evaluation rules). Type safety is commonly known as the conjunction of the
progress and the type preservation properties. However, in our mobile framework, the crucial issue
we are interested in is a global type safety property rather than a local one. Roughly speaking, we
aim at guaranteeing that a net preserves well-typedness when processes and object-oriented code
move among different nodes during the net evolution. To this aim, we need to formalize the notion
of well-typedness w.r.t. a net.

Definition 12. A net N is well typed iff, for any node, any process running on it is an annotated
process.

Then we state the subject reduction property for nets.

Theorem 3 (Subject Reduction). If N is well typed and N �−→ N ′, then N ′ is well typed.

Proof. By induction on �−→.
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– (comm). Since by hypothesis the sending process is an annotated process, then there exists a
type τA such that ` A : τA and τA<weakτ1. Then the proof follows from Theorem 2.

– (def ). Consider def x = exp in P; since exp→→ v, by Property 4 we have that Γ ` exp :τ ′ implies
that Γ ` v : τ′. Then, we can replace v to all the free occurrences of x in P (Definition 9) and
this does not affect any type annotation in P′ which thus remains an annotated process.

– (par). By induction hypothesis.
– (net). It is easy to verify that structural congruence (Table 10) preserves well-typedness.
ut

The above theorem, together with Property 4 and Lemma 7, leads to a global safety prop-
erty, saying that merging code received from a remote site into local code does not harm local
type safety (local evaluation of well-typed object-oriented expressions cannot produce errors like
“message not understood”).

Finally, we observe that the dynamic checking during communication is the only dynamic use
of types; it essentially consists in checking subtyping between record, class or mixin types, which
is of linear complexity on the argument types.

We conclude this section with an example that shows how dynamic name clashes are dealt
with, even in the presence of an aliasing introduced by def. Let us consider this annotated process:

receive(idτ).def x = id in def y = x in x� y�C

where τ ≡ mixin〈 /0, . . .〉 and C is a class value that provides everything requested by the mixin.
This process is clearly well-typed. Let us now suppose that we receive a (matching) mixin value
Mτ′ with (sub)type τ′ ≡mixin〈{m : τm}, . . .〉. By (comm) rule we have:

(def x = id in def y = x in x� y�C)[Mτ′/id]{m}

Now, by applying the definition of parametric substitution (Definition 10) we obtain:

(def x = id in def y = x in x� y�C)[Mτ′/id]{m}
def
=

((def y = x in x� y�C){x← id})[Mτ′/id]{m}
def
=

(def y = id in id � y�C)[Mτ′/id]{m}
def
=

((id � y�C){y← id})[Mτ′/id]{m}
def
=

(id � id �C)[Mτ′/id]{m}
def
=

id[Mτ′/id]{m} � id[Mτ′/id]{m} �C.

This means that a different refreshed version is substituted for each occurrence of id (see Defini-
tion 10) and we obtain:

M′ �M′′ �C

where M′ is M where m is renamed with the globally fresh name m′ and M′′ is M where m is
renamed with the globally fresh name m′′. Thus, the resulting mixin application is still well-typed
since no name clash arises.

Moreover, it is also crucial that, in case a send argument is a variable bound by a receive, its
type annotation is updated with the annotation of the received element. For instance, consider this
net:

`1 :: send(Mmixin〈{m},Σred ,Σexp〉, `2).nil ‖

`2 :: receive(xmixin〈 /0,Σred ,Σexp〉).send(xmixin〈 /0,Σred ,Σexp〉, `3).nil ‖

`3 :: receive(ymixin〈 /0,Σred ,Σexp〉).def z = y� y�C in . . .
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Since mixin〈{m},Σred,Σexp〉 v mixin〈 /0,Σred,Σexp〉 the communications can take place. If we did
not keep the type annotation of what we received and we used the one computed locally, the net
would evolve as follows:

`2 :: send(Mmixin〈 /0,Σred ,Σexp〉, `3).nil ‖

`3 :: receive(ymixin〈 /0,Σred ,Σexp〉).def z = y� y�C in . . .
�−→

`3 :: def z = [Mmixin〈 /0,Σred ,Σexp〉/y] /0 � [Mmixin〈 /0,Σred ,Σexp〉/y] /0 �C in . . .

Since M has been forwarded from `2 to `3 with the type computed on `2, i.e.,
mixin〈 /0,Σred,Σexp〉 where the Σnew is empty, M is not further refreshed and the mixin application
[Mmixin〈 /0,Σred ,Σexp〉/y] /0 � [Mmixin〈 /0,Σred ,Σexp〉/y] /0 �C ≡ M �M �C is not well typed, due to the name
clash of m.

This does not happen in our system because we replace the received mixin together with its
type annotation and therefore the net evolves as follows:

`2 :: send(Mmixin〈{m},Σred ,Σexp〉, `3).nil ‖

`3 :: receive(ymixin〈 /0,Σred ,Σexp〉).def z = y� y�C in . . .
�−→

`3 :: def z = [Mmixin〈{m},Σred ,Σexp〉/y]{m} � [Mmixin〈{m},Σred ,Σexp〉/y]{m} �C in . . .

Now, the mixin application is well-typed since no name clash occurs: a different refreshed version
is substituted for each occurrence of y.

8 A scenario for mixin mobility

We will use here a slightly simplified syntax: (i) we will list the methods’ parameters in between
“()”; (ii) exp1;P is interpreted as def x = exp1 in P, x 6∈ FV (P), with a call-by-value semantics;
also the let construct let x = exp1 in exp2 is interpreted as usual in a call-by-value way; (iii) even
though our calculus uses structural subtyping (and not nominal), in this section we will refer to
expressions related via “v” with names as shortcuts4 .

The example is about a client and a server, executing on two different nodes, that want to
communicate, e.g., by means of a common protocol. They both use a Socket to this aim, however
the server is willing to abstract from the implementation of such a socket, by allowing the client to
provide a custom implementation. This can be useful, for instance, because the client may decide
to use a customized socket; in this example the client implements a socket that sends and receives
compressed data (alternatively it could implement a multicast socket, or even a combination of
the two). However, the code sent by the client may rely on some low-level system calls, that may
be different on the server’s site: indeed, the two sites may run different operating systems and
have different architectures. These low-level system calls are then to be provided by each site (the
client’s and the server’s sites). The customized socket of the client is then a mixin requiring the
existence of such system calls, that will be provided by two different (yet compliant) superclasses,
one resident on each site. The code executed in the two nodes (client and server) is in Listing 1.

Both ZipSocket and Socket rely on a superclass that provides (at least) methods
write_to_net and read_from_net. The client, in its site, completes its mixin ZipSocket with
NetChannel that provides these two methods for writing data on the net, by using its operating

4 We refer to [44] for a wider discussion on the advantages and drawbacks of structural and nominal subtyping, in
theory and in language implementations.
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client:: let ZipSocket =
mixin

def zip = ...
def unzip = ...
def write = write to net(zip(data))
def read = unzip(read from net())
expect write to net
expect read from net

end in

let NetChannel =
class

send data =
// <send through the net>

receive data =
// <receive from the net>

write to net = send data(data)
read from net = receive data()

end in

let channel = new

(ZipSocket � NetChannel) in

(
send( ZipSocket, server ).
( channel⇐write("hello") ;
channel⇐read() )

)

server:: let Socket =
mixin

def write = write to net(data)
def read = read from net()
expect write to net
expect read from net

end in

let NetFile =
class

write to net =
// <send through the net>

read from net =
// <receive from the net>

end in

(
receive( sock : Socket ).
let client channel = new

(sock � NetFile) in

(
client channel⇐read() ;
client channel⇐write("welcome")

)
)

Listing 1: Example code for client and server communication.

system low-level system calls. Sending the class ZipSocket � NetChannel directly to the server
may be nonsense, since the server may use a different operating system (or a different version of
the same operating system). Instead, only the mixin ZipSocket is sent to the remote server. In
the server this mixin will be received as a Socket mixin (and this succeeds since ZipSocket v
Socket) and it will be completed with NetFile, which corresponds to the NetChannel of the
client. The server will then use such socket independently from the particular client’s implemen-
tation. Notice that the use of subtyping in the communication (instead of a simpler type equality)
completely relieves the receiver (and especially its programmer) from the real complete interface
of the clients’ code.

Let us now consider an alternative implementation of the same scenario, in order to show other
features of MOMI: suppose that on the client’s side ZipSocket is written like in Listing 2 on
the left. In this case the class does not rely on write_to_net and read_from_net (instead it
expects the superclass to provide methods write and read that the mixin redefines), and thus it
is not a subtype of Socket in the server. In the server, the code would be like in Listing 2 on
the right. Since also Channel relies on a super class that provides write and read, we have that
ZipSocket v Channel. So the server receives a ZipSocket (as a Channel) that it completes
with Socket completed, in turn, with NetFile.

Finally, as hinted in Section 3.1, other implementations of such a socket can be created, simply
by using more than one mixin, such as UUEncode, Encrypt, and so on.

9 A case study: O’KLAIM (Object-Oriented KLAIM)

In order to test the applicability of the MOMI approach, in [13] we presented O’KLAIM, a mixin-
oriented version of KLAIM [24,9]. Here we want to summarize the main steps of the extension
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ZipSocket =
mixin

def zip = ...
def unzip = ...
redef write = next(zip(data))
redef read = unzip(next())

end

Channel =
mixin

redef write = next(data)
redef read = next()

end

...
receive( chan : Channel ).
let client channel =
new (chan � (Socket � NetFile)) in

(
client channel⇐read() ;
client channel⇐write("welcome")

)

Listing 2: An alternative implementation.

that led to O’KLAIM, since they can be seen as a general methodology for applying the MOMI
approach. This section is completed with a brief description of the implementation of O’KLAIM,
freely available at http://music.dsi.unifi.it.

O’KLAIM is also interesting because it highlights that the design motivation of keeping the
MOMI object-oriented calculus and the MOMI processes separated is not a limitation, but, on the
contrary, it gives extra flexibility. We recall that MOMI consists of three components: the “sur-
face” object-oriented component, a mixin/class subtype relation, and a coordination calculus. If
the object-oriented component is chosen to be an object-oriented concurrent/mobile language, the
two components (object-oriented and concurrent/mobile) may interleave in a deeper way. A good
example is the implementation of O’KLAIM (Section 9.3): the “surface” object-oriented calculus
and the coordination language are melt together, so that method bodies can perform KLAIM ac-
tions. The matching mechanism that allows safe interactions during code exchange is based on
the MOMI’s subtype relation, that acts as a general glue to glue together the two language com-
ponents, of whichever nature they are (as long as the object-oriented one implements classes and
mixins).

9.1 The basics of KLAIM

KLAIM (Kernel Language for Agent Interaction and Mobility) [24,9] is a coordination language
inspired by the Linda model [33], hence it relies on the concept of tuple space. A tuple space is a
multiset of tuples; these are sequences of information items (called fields). There are two kinds of
fields: actual fields (i.e., expressions, processes, localities, constants, identifiers) and formal fields
(i.e., variables). Syntactically, a formal field is denoted with !ide, where ide is an identifier. Tuples
are anonymous and content-addressable; pattern-matching is used to select tuples in a tuple space:

– two tuples match if they have the same number of fields and corresponding fields have matching
values or formals;

– formal fields match any value of the same type, but two formals never match, and two actual
fields match only if they are identical.

For instance, tuple ("foo", "bar", 300) matches with ("foo", "bar", !val). After matching,
the variable of a formal field gets the value of the matched field: in the previous example, after
matching, val (an integer variable) will contain the value 300.

Tuple spaces are placed on nodes (or sites), which are part of a net. Each node contains a
single tuple space and processes in execution, and can be accessed through its locality. KLAIM
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P :: = nil (null process)
∣

∣ act.P (action prefixing)
∣

∣ P1 | P2 (parallel composition)
∣

∣ X (process variable)
∣

∣ def x = exp in P (OO expression)

N :: = l :: p (single node)
∣

∣ N1 ‖ N2 (net composition)

p :: = P
∣

∣ 〈t〉
∣

∣ p1 | p2 (located item)

act :: = out(t)@`
∣

∣ in(t)@`
∣

∣ read(t)@`
∣

∣ eval(P)@` ` :: = l
∣

∣ χ t :: = f
∣

∣ f ,t

f :: = arg
∣

∣ ! id : σ id :: = x
∣

∣ X
∣

∣ χ arg :: = id
∣

∣ e
∣

∣ P
∣

∣ l
∣

∣ v

Table 11: O’KLAIM syntax (see Table 1 for the syntax of exp and v, and Section 4 for types σ).

processes may run concurrently, both at the same node or at different nodes, and can perform four
basic operations over nodes. The in(t)@` operation looks for tuple t ′ that matches with t in the
tuple space located at `. Whenever the matching tuple t ′ is found, it is removed from the tuple
space. The corresponding values of t ′ are then assigned to the formal fields of t and the operation
terminates. If no matching tuple is found, the operation is suspended until one is available. The
read(t)@` operation differs from in(t)@` only because the tuple t ′, selected by pattern-matching,
is not removed from the tuple space located at `. The out(t)@` operation adds the tuple t to the
tuple space located at `. The eval(P)@` operation spawns process P for execution at node `.

KLAIM is higher-order in that processes can be exchanged as primary-class data. While
eval(P)@` spawns a process for (remote) evaluation at `, processes sent with an out must be
retrieved explicitly at the destination site. The receiver can then execute the received process lo-
cally, as in the following process: in(!X)@self.eval(X)@self.

9.2 O’KLAIM: processes and nets

O’KLAIM syntax is defined in Table 115. In order to obtain O’KLAIM, we extend the KLAIM
syntax of tuples t to include any object-oriented value v (defined in Table 1). In particular, differ-
ently from KLAIM, formal fields are now explicitly typed. Actions in(t)@` (and read(t)@`) and
out(t)@` can be used to move object-oriented code (together with the other KLAIM items) from/to
a locality `, respectively. Moreover, we add to KLAIM processes the construct def x = exp in P in
order to pass to the sub-process P the result of computing an object-oriented expression exp (for
the exp syntax see Table 1). We use the following syntactic convention: x, X and χ are variables
representing object-oriented values, processes and localities, respectively. A constant locality (e.g.,
IP:port) is denoted by l. Moreover, e is a basic expression (i.e., not object-oriented).

A Net is a finite collection of nodes. A node is a pair where the first component is a (constant)
locality and the second component is either a process P or a tuple 〈t〉 or a composition of processes
and tuples. Thus, a tuple space is represented by the parallel composition of located tuples. Notice
that programmers write only located processes, while located tuples are produced at run-time by
evaluating out actions (see Table 13).

In order to type processes and nets, we extend the set of types T ∗ of Section 4.2 with the type
constant loc, used to type localities. Typing rules for O’KLAIM processes are defined in Table 12.
Following the MOMI requirement, every tuple item ti (which may be an object-oriented value) that
takes part in the information exchange must be decorated with its type information, denoted by t i

τi .
5 The distinction between logical and physical locality (and thus the concept of “allocation environment”), and the

creation of new nodes, which are in the original KLAIM definition, are not relevant in the O’KLAIM context, thus, for
the sake of simplicity, we omit them in the present formal presentation. Notice, however, that their integration, being
them orthogonal with respect to the object-oriented features, is completely smooth.
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(proj)
Γ, id : τ ` id : τ

(loc)
Γ ` l : loc

(nil)
Γ ` nil :proc

a≡ in,read,out

Γ ` ` : loc

Γ ` fi : τi i = 1, . . . ,n ∧ fi ≡ arg
Γ∪ ftypes( f1, . . . , fn) ` P :proc

(action)
Γ ` a( f1, . . . , fn)@`.P :proc

ftypes( f ,t) =

{

{id : τ}∪ ftypes(t) if f ≡ !id : τ
ftypes(t) otherwise

Γ ` Q :proc Γ ` ` : loc
(eval)

Γ ` eval(Q)@`.P :proc

Γ ` P1 :proc Γ ` P2 :proc
(comp)

Γ ` (P1 | P2) :proc

Γ ` exp : τ Γ,x : τ ` P :proc
(let)

Γ ` def x = exp in P :proc

Table 12: Typing rules for processes

(OUT)
l :: out(t)@l′.P ‖ l′ :: P′ �−→ l :: P ‖ l′ :: P′ | 〈t〉

match(t,t ′)
(IN)

l :: in(t)@l′.P ‖ l′ :: 〈t ′〉 �−→ l :: P[t ′/t] ‖ l′ :: nil

match(t,t ′)
(READ)

l :: read(t)@l′.P ‖ l′ :: 〈t ′〉 �−→ l :: P[t ′/t] ‖ l′ :: 〈t ′〉

(EVAL)
l :: eval(P)@l′.P′ ‖ l′ :: P′′ �−→ l :: P′ ‖ l′ :: P′ | P

exp→→ v
(LET)

l :: def x = exp in P�−→ l :: P[v/x]

N ≡ N1 N1 �−→ N2 N2 ≡ N′
(NET)

N �−→ N′

Table 13: O’KLAIM operational rules

The types of the tuples are built statically by the compiler, while the types of tuple formal fields
must be written explicitly by the programmer. In a process of the form in(! id : τ)@`.P, the type
τ is used to statically type check the continuation P, where id is possibly used. More generally,
concerning (action) rule, in a process performing an operation with a tuple (i.e., out, read and
in), the actual fields of the tuple are type checked, and the types of formal fields (collected by
the function ftypes) are used to type check the continuation. Thus, in and read play the role of
MOMI’s receive and out plays the role of MOMI’s send. Notice that, instead of the synchronous
communication mechanism of MOMI, we use in O’KLAIM the original KLAIM asynchronous
(tuple space-based) communication.

The operational semantics of O’KLAIM involves two sets of rules. The first set of rules de-
scribes how object-oriented expressions reduce to values (the corresponding reduction relation
is denoted by →→), and they are inherited from MOMI (Table 8). The second set of rules for
O’KLAIM, shown in Table 13, concerns processes and it is an extension of the operational se-
mantics of KLAIM. Notice that the O’KLAIM’s operational semantics must be defined on typed
compiled processes, i.e., processes where each object-oriented value and tuples are decorated with
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match(e,e) match(l, l)
match(t2,t1)

match(t1,t2)

match(t1,t2) match(t3,t4)

match((t1,t3),(t2,t4))

τi 4 τ

match(!id : τ,tiτi)

Table 14: Matching rules (with proc<:proc and loc<: loc)

their types, because the crucial point is the dynamic matching of types. In fact, an out opera-
tion adds a tuple decorated with a (static) type to a tuple space, and a process can perform an
in action by synchronizing with a process which represents a matching typed tuple. The rule for
def x = exp in P relies on the reduction relation for object-oriented expressions→→.

The predicate for tuples, match, is presented in Table 14. The matching rules exploit the static
type information, delivered together with the tuple items, in order to check dynamically that the
received item is correct with respect to the type of the formal field, say τ. Therefore, an item is
accepted if and only if it is subtyping-compliant with the expected type of the formal field. Thus,
the original pattern mechanism of KLAIM, which was based on type equality for formal fields, is
extended in O’KLAIM in order to use the MOMI subtype relation.

Finally, the semantics for the distributed part is based on structural congruence and reduction
relations (just like in MOMI, Table 10). As a final remark, let us observe that we do not define
a matching predicate for actual fields containing object-oriented values and processes since this
would require to decide equalities on classes, mixins and objects (e.g., equality on their interfaces)
and on processes (e.g., a bisimulation). This issue is out of the scope of the present work, since
matching between two actual fields does not involve any substitution and then does not cause
problems with respect to typing.

9.3 The implementation

The original implementation of KLAIM consisted of a Java package, KLAVA [16], implementing
the run-time system for KLAIM operations and communications among distributed nodes, and
the programming language X-KLAIM [15], which extends KLAIM with high-level programming
constructs. A compiler translates X-KLAIM programs into Java programs that use the package
KLAVA. Here we hint how we extended these two items with MOMI object-oriented features, in
order to implement O’KLAIM. Let us observe that the object-oriented version of X-KLAIM is used
both as the “surface” object-oriented calculus and as the coordination language, with the added
bonus of being able to write methods that can perform KLAIM actions, all the same inheriting the
properties of Section 5, thus guaranteeing absence of run-time type errors.

The implementation of the O’KLAIM object-oriented component in Java consists in a package
momi presented in [7], and described in details in [8]. This package provides the run-time system,
or the virtual machine, for classes, mixins and objects that can be downloaded from the network
and composed dynamically (via the mixin application operation). It thus provides functionalities
for checking the subtyping among class types and among mixin types, and for building at run-time
new subclasses. Since we abstract from the specific communication and mobility features, this
package does not provide means for code mobility and network communication, so that momi can
be smoothly integrated into the existing Java mobility frameworks. We would like to stress that
this package should be thought of as an “assembly” language that is the target of a compiler for a
high-level language (in our case the language is X-KLAIM). If momi, as it is, were used for writing
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directly object-oriented expressions, the programmer would be left with the burden of writing
methods containing Java statements dealing with momi objects, classes and mixins, and to check
manually that they are well typed. Basically these are the same difficulties a programmer must face
when using an assembly language directly, instead of a high-level language. We could say that
momi enhances the functionalities of the Java virtual machine: while the latter already provides
useful mechanisms for dynamically loading new classes into a running application, the former
supplies means for dynamically building class hierarchies (based on mixins) and for inserting new
subclasses into existing hierarchies (which is not possible in Java).

In order to implement O’KLAIM we extended the KLAIM programming framework: the pack-
age KLAVA already provided all the primitives for network communication, through distributed
tuple spaces, and, in particular, for code mobility, not supplied by momi. Thus the package has
been modified in order to be able to exchange code that is based on momi, and for performing
subtyping on momi elements during pattern matching by relying on the MoMiType classes and
the associated subtyping. Notice that the X-KLAIM compiler generates code that uses both the
KLAVA package and momi. Obviously, before generating code, the compiler also performs type
checking according to the type system defined by MOMI. Notice that only the run-time system of
MOMI can be implemented as a Java package: a compilation phase (performed by the compiler of
the high-level language) is still required, since the static type checking of Java is not enough for
MOMI’s features (i.e., mixins and mixin applications).

The programming example shown here is based on the first introductory example of Sec-
tion 3.3. The agent that wants to print is designed as a mixin, that expects a method for actually
printing, print_doc, and defines a method start_agent through which the site can start its exe-
cution. The actual instance of the printing agent is instantiated from a class dynamically generated
by applying such mixin to a local superclass that provides the method print_doc acting as a
wrapper for the printer driver. However, the system is willing to accept any agent that has a com-
patible interface, i.e., any mixin that is a subtype of the one used for describing the printing agent.
Thus any client wishing to print on this site can send a mixin that is subtyping compliant with the
one expected. In particular such a mixin can implement finer printing formatting capabilities.

Listing 3, where rec is the X-KLAIM keyword for defining a process, presents a possible im-
plementation of the printing client node (on the left) and of the printer server node (on the right).
We refer to [8] for the complete syntax of X-KLAIM, which is quite self-explicative (we just say
that following the approach of mainstream object-oriented languages we use this for the implicit
invocation object and . instead of⇐ for method invocation). The printer client sends to the server
a mixin MyPrinterAgent that complies with (it is a subtype of) the mixin that the server expects
to receive, PrinterAgent. In particular, MyPrinterAgent mixin will print a document on the
printer of the server after preprocessing it (method preprocess). On the server, once the mixin is
received, it is applied to the local (super)class LocalPrinter, and an object (the agent) is instan-
tiated from the resulting class and started, so that it can actually print its document. The result of
the printing task is then retrieved and sent back to the client.

We observe that the sender does not actually know the mixin name PrinterAgent: it only has
to be aware of the mixin type expected by the server. Furthermore, the mixin which is received
can also define more methods than those specified in the receiving site, thanks to the mixin sub-
type relation. This adds flexibility to such a system, while hiding these additional methods to the
receiving site (since they are not specified in the receiving interface they are actually statically
unknown to the compiler). Furthermore, we stress that type names in X-KLAIM are only shortcuts
for the actual type structures, thus subtyping is still structural.
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mixin MyPrinterAgent
expect print doc(doc : str) : str;
def start agent() : str
begin
return
this.print doc
(this.preprocess("my document"))

end;
def preprocess(doc : str) : str
begin
return "preprocessed(" + doc +")"

end
end

rec SendPrinterAgent[server : loc]
declare
var response : str

begin
out(MyPrinterAgent)@server;
in(!response)@server;
print "response is " + response

end

mixin PrinterAgent
expect print doc(doc : str) : str;
def start agent() : str;

end

class LocalPrinter
print doc(doc : str) : str begin
# real printing code omitted
return "printed " + doc

end;
init()
begin
nil # foo init

end
end

rec ReceivePrinterAgent[]
declare
var rec mixin : mixin PrinterAgent;
var result : str

begin
in(!rec mixin)@self;
result :=
(new rec mixin <> LocalPrinter).start agent();

out(result)@self

end
Listing 3: The printer agent example.

10 Conclusions

In this paper we presented MOMI, that is a general framework for integrating a mobile and dis-
tributed language with some flexible and dynamic object-oriented features. The three main ingre-
dients of MOMI are:

– the definition of an object-oriented “surface calculus” (SOOL) containing essential object-
oriented features to write mixin-based code;

– the definition of a new subtype relation on class and mixin types to be exploited dynamically
at communication time;

– a very primitive coordination language consisting in a synchronous send/receive mechanism,
to study the communication of the mixin-based code among different sites at a basic level and
to prove the main correctness properties.

There already exists an extension of MOMI: we studied how to extend the presented width
subtyping to depth subtyping on record types. This extension permits achieving a more power-
ful mixin and class subtype relation, and therefore increases the communication flexibility in a
substantial way. However, this powerful subtyping raises some technical difficulties and requires
further static analysis. We introduced this problem and its solution in [14], but we still need to
analyze in some detail the meta-theory, and, in particular, the complexity of such a solution.

10.1 Related work

In the literature, there are several proposals of combining objects with processes and/or mobile
agents. Obliq [21] is a lexically-scoped language providing distributed object-oriented compu-
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tation; mobile code maintains network references and provides transparent access to remote re-
sources. In [20], a general model for integrating object-oriented features in calculi of mobile agents
is presented: agents are extended with method definitions and constructs for remote method invo-
cations. Other works, such as, e.g., [26,45,34,31] are concerned with merging concurrency and
object orientation and do not deal explicitly with mobile distributed code. In our calculus no re-
mote method call functionality is considered, and, instead of formalizing remote procedure calls
(like most of the above mentioned approaches), MOMI provides the introduction of safe and scal-
able distribution of object-oriented code, in a calculus where communication and coordination
facilities are already provided.

Our approach is more related to papers, such as, e.g., [43,53], where properties of distributed
systems are enforced by a typing system equipped with subtyping. In our case the property we
enforce is a flexible and type-safe coordination for exchanging code among processes, up- and
down-loading classes and mixins from different sites. Thus the crucial feature of MOMI is that
classes and mixins are themselves mobile code, i.e., code that is dynamically down- and up-loaded
to/from a remote source. At run time, the actual implementation of mixins and classes may dif-
fer from their expected (static) interface (obviously formal and actual parameter types must be
compliant by subtyping, as described in Section 4.3). This highlights the main difference between
MOMI and other mixin-based languages in the literature (see, e.g., [29,3]): in most mixin-based
languages a mixin can be applied to several base classes (and this shows the “dynamic” inheritance
nature of mixins) but when the application takes place in a specific part of a program, both the code
of the mixin and the one of the classes are available for the compiler. This does not hold in MOMI
since mixin application can also act on mixin and class variables. So the tasks of generating a new
class, when a mixin is applied to a class, and of creating an object from a class (performing all the
right bindings) must be done at run-time in MOMI, when the class and mixin variables have been
actually instantiated with effective code (possibly downloaded from the network). This is similar
to what happens in calculi (such as, e.g., [18]) where classes and mixins are “first-class citizens”,
i.e., they can be passed as parameters to functions. It is important to notice, though, that in such
calculi the matching between actual and formal parameters is always based on equality (at least to
the best of our knowledge), because the burden of checking extra constraints at parameter-passing
time, to avoid inheritance/subtyping conflicts, is not worthwhile in a sequential scenario. In a mo-
bile distributed scenario instead, where flexibility is a must because the nature of the downloaded
code cannot always be estimated a priori, the use of such extra subtyping constraints at commu-
nication time is a small price to pay, especially since this allows us to combine local and foreign
code without any recompilation.

In the language MIXGEN presented in [2] first class generic types are added to Java, with
nominal subtyping, in such a way that mixin definitions are formulated as a particular case of
generic classes. Some points relate [2] to the MOMI approach:

– mixins are given first-class generic types that are enforced through static type checking;
– subtyping on class types are used in mixin applications;
– in the context of separate compilation, the problem of accidental overrides during mixin appli-

cations arises and is solved by renaming all new methods in mixin classes.

However, differently from MOMI, no subtype relation on mixin types is exploited in [2], apart
from mixin instantiations being subtypes of their superclasses.
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10.2 Open issues and further development

We want to stress once again that the MOMI communication protocol is a low level one. Indeed,
we make the following assumptions:

– there are no failures (in particular network connectivity is always available6);
– types attached to migrating code are computed correctly (i.e., it does not prevent malicious

sites from sending code with a forged/fake type).

Upon this low level protocol, one can build and implement higher level protocols. With this
respect we hint some directions:

– implement a protocol where the processes that want to exchange code must first agree on the
types of items they intend to exchange and then rely on the MOMI matching mechanism for
code exchange;

– consider a digital signature mechanism to certify types that are attached to migrating code (e.g.,
similarly to digitally-signed Java applets).

Furthermore, the O’KLAIM case study (Section 9) shows that switching from the synchronous
communication mechanism of MOMI to an asynchronous (tuple space based) one is straightfor-
ward.

Another remark concerns the relation between inheritance and synchronization constraints, that
often conflict in a concurrent object-oriented setting: their simultaneous use tends to require many
method redefinitions and to break encapsulation, so that typical practical advantages of object-
oriented programming are lost. In [40] this phenomenon is studied and is given a name, inheritance
anomaly. In MOMI, we do not provide explicit means for concurrency since we think that this is
an orthogonal issue and should be dealt with by the underlying concrete language. However, if
direct means for synchronization would be added to MOMI, either in the language underlying
SOOL or in the coordination language, we believe that some strategies could be adopted in order
to avoid deadlocks and inheritance anomaly’s drawbacks. We refer to [39,6] for some techniques
for avoiding these problems in concurrent object-oriented languages.

Further extensions of MOMI are topics for developments: the SOOL component can be en-
riched with incomplete objects, i.e., objects instantiated from mixins [11] and higher-order mix-
ins, i.e., mixins that can be composed with mixins [10]. Another research direction could be the
study of a MOMI with a SOOL instance based on nominal subtyping instead of the structural one.
Moreover, the type system presented in this paper can be modified in order to refine proc types, so
that finer types can be assigned to processes, e.g., according to the capability-based type system
for access control developed for KLAIM [25], or to the type system presented in [36].
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